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of determining temperature transients in reactor systems

are desired because of recent interest in Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) issues.

The research presented herein was performed in support of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission's effort to re-evaluate its existing PTS rules. These rules are

particularly important to the re-licensing of aging nuclear power plants. The much-

advanced computational power available to industry may offer a tool that allows

the accurate calculation of temperatures inside the reactor vessel while not being

inaccessibly expensive. It is proposed that an off-the-shelf Computational Fluid

Dynamic (CFD) code, STAR-CD, can be a competitive tool in solving the thermal

hydraulic domain of a reactor system. A comparison of the methodology and

accuracy of the code types that have been previously used in PTS and one that has

not been used extensively, CFD, is provided.

A review of the literature shows that computer codes have been validated

for solving PTS scenarios. The highly specialized program, REMIX, has been

utilized extensively from 1986 to 1991 to interpret accident scenarios in reactor

systems. Other programs are also available that can calculate downcomer

temperatures including system and CFD type codes. Three codes representing the

three different types of programs available are described in detail in the literature

review section.

Data appropriate for assessing a program's ability to calculate the response

of a system to a PTS scenario is available from the current matrix of PTS tests

being completed at the APEX-CE facility of the Oregon State University Nuclear
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Engineering department. The facility is a reduced scale integral test facility

originally built for modeling the then-proposed AP-600 plant designed by

Westinghouse. For the current test series, the facility was modified to model the

Palisades nuclear power plant, a Combustion Engineering ressurized Water

Eeactor (PWR). Two of the tests were chosen for their PTS typical conditions to

compare with calculations of STAR-CD, REMIX, and RELAP.

The computer models in each of the programs were either created, modified

from a previous version, or the calculations for the comparisons were contributed.

The downcomer temperatures at several locations and cold leg temperature

gradients, where available, were extracted from the data and calculations and

compared. Comparisons are presented in chapter 5 with graphs, along with some

interpretation of the comparisons. It was found that STAR-CD agreed best with the

data set in the downcomer and is the only program that calculated the temperature

gradient in the cold legs. The agreement of STAR-CD with the cold leg data is also

very good. REMIX and RELAP calculations agreement with data for downcomer

temperatures are found to be good for all comparisons made, qualitatively more

than quantitatively when contrasted with the STAR-CD calculations.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS METHODS FOR
PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK EVALUATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

During the normal operation of a nuclear power facility, fast neutrons and

intense gamma radiation bombard the reactor vessel. Over a period of time this

bombardment affects the material properties in a negative manner with respect to

reactor safety. This negative effect is the reduction of the vessel's ability to

withstand stresses in a ductile manner, i.e. not allowing brittle fracture. This is

particularly import in regions of irradiation sensitive material such as in welds

containing trace amounts of copper and nickel. A material of sufficient ductility

would absorb a load applied to it without destruction being done to the structure.

However in a situation where a load is applied to the material and the ductility is

not sufficient, the structure can relieve the stresses by initiating crack propagation

at defects in the base metal or in the welds. Of particular concern is the formation

of through-wall cracks.

The measure of the material toughness is determined and quantified in a

value termed the nil! ductility temperature, RTNDT, 10 CFR 50.61(1985). This is the

temperature at which the ductility of the material is such that stresses resulting from

thermal non-equilibrium of the structure (thermal shock) can cause the above-

mentioned defects to propagate. An overcooling of the inner surface of the reactor

vessel wall could cause such non-equilibrium in the temperatures and resultant

stresses. Situations where this could happen include Loss-Of-Coolant-Accidents,

LOCA, where High Pressure Safety Injection, HPSI, coolant is injected to replace a



loss due to a breach in containment, or when the steam generators are overfed

causing reduced temperature coolant to reach the reactor. In the event where the

reactor vessel experiences a thermal shock, and the primary side is continually

pressurized, or re-pressurized following the shock, the defects that were allowed to

propagate, both axially and circumferentially, would now propagate through the

thickness of the vessel. This combination, "an event or transient in pressurized

water reactors causing severe overcooling (thermal shock) concunent with or

followed by significant pressure in the reactor vessel," is termed in 10 CFR 50.61

(1985) part (a)(2), as pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS). For safety considerations,

a PTS event is considered to cause a breach of the pressure boundary and the

reactor is assumed to lose fluid from the primary side, such that the core is

uncovered and core damage occurs, Travers (2000).

This type of accident was postulated in the late 1970's and a rule as to the

determination of whether or not a reactor is safe from such events was created in

1985 as 10 CFR 50.61 (1985). The original ruling contains an amount of

conservatism to make the ruling bounding for all PWRs, Regulatory Guide 1.154

(1987), and possibly introduces unrealistic expectations on the licensees of the

nuclear facilities, Travers (2000), because of this the NRC has decided to

reevaluate the PTS ruling, Travers (2000). As part of the reassessment, fracture

mechanics studies are being completed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ORNL,

to determine as realistic as possible the risk of PTS under accident scenarios that

would include rapid cooling of the vessel wall. The boundary conditions for this

study are the fluid temperatures that can be achieved during applicable accident

scenarios and any heat transfer coefficient data that could describe the energy

transfer between the coolant and vessel. These data are being collected at Qregon

state jniversity (OSU) in the Advanced plant periment Combustion

Engineering (APEX-CE) design, scaled test facility for a range of scenarios with

the plant geometry of a Combustion Engineering pressurized water reactor. The
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geometry and operating conditions for this sample PWR were gotten from the

Palisades Nuclear Power facility, owned by Consumers Electric in Michigan. Their

operating conditions were used as the boundary conditions for initiation of the tests

conducted at APEX-CE.

In addition to the extensive data being produced at the Oregon State

University, a computational Fluid Pynamic (CFD), code is being applied to assess

this approach of considering fluid temperatures during different scenarios. This

application of computational methods to solve the fluid domain is not the first of its

kind. Previous efforts have included the use of the FLUENT, COMMIX,

TEMPEST, and SOLA-PTS codes for analysis of coolant behavior in a reactor.

Previous use of computer codes are discussed in chapter two.

It is important to note that the only codes accepted for evaluation of reactor

safety are codes specially designed for the nuclear industry. These rely heavely on

assumptions and empirical models to calculate the fluid dynamics. These models

and assumptions are conservative in nature, meaning they result in calculations that

increase the safety margin in the designs and regulations, however they can be

overly conservative. It is noted in Regulatory Guide 1.154 (1987), on page 1.154-

14, that the lumped-zone codes "available to analyze LWR (Light Water Reactor)

response to overcooling scenarios do not model fluid behavior with sufficient detail

to predict the onset of HPI thermal fluid stratification and ... subsequent cold leg

and downcomer behavior." The later part of this quote is where CFD codes can

come into play to evaluate the behavior of the cold leg and downcomer once a PTS

scenario is identified. Previously, engineering type codes such as REMIX, were

used to calculate the temperatures in these regions once conditions for plume

existence have been found to evolve during a postulated accident. However

engineering type codes also rely on empirical modeling and assumptions, which

introduce inaccuracies. The question of how much inaccuracy is present in these

calculations has led the NRC to search for possible alternative methods that solve
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for the entire domain with as few models/assumptions as possible. For fluid

systems, this describes computational fluid dynamic code methodology. CFD codes

indeed solve for fluid states and properties at each location in the domain (with a

resolution of the geometric discretization) with only numerical and turbulent model

inaccuracies present. The major issue in CFD use is the resolution required to

obtain grid independence that can result in computationally expensive calculations.

The NRC has not approved the use of off-the-shelf CFD technology in

safety analysis of reactor systems. Before this certification can take place, a great

amount of assessment and validation of the codes must be completed. As a step in

this direction, comparisons are being completed for specific nuclear accident

scenarios to determine the code's applicability in fluid thermal mixing. This thesis

will attempt to partially the answer this question by comparing the methodologies

of the different code types and calculations of STAR-CD, RELAP, and REMIX

with APEX-CE data.

1.2. ADVANTAGES OF CFD

The reasons for trying to promote the use of CFD in the nuclear community

was hinted at in the previous subsection as providing a more complete solution of

the fluid domain comprising the Nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). At present,

the ability of the codes to calculate the entire system is not economical. However

with the continuing increase in economically feasible computer power, the

resolution and solution techniques are steadily approaching direct numerical

solution to fluid systems. This would represent the end game goal for the fluid

dynamicists.

First off, the number of assumptions required is limited to modeling the

near wall effects of turbulent motion. The approach used in this study is to apply a
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wall function as a known parameter of the velocity profile inside the viscous sub-

layer. Outside the sub-layer within the outer region a k-E model is used to calculate

the mixing of coolant. Better descriptions of the exact methods used by STAR-CD

are given in Chapter 2. Given that the flow regime is fully turbulent in the APEX-

CE and prototypic facilities, this represents the most appropriate way of computing

the mixing and resulting temperatures.

One limitation that is inherent in the use of scaled test facilities is that the

number and location of state measurements are limited. In a computational model,

the number of locations of state measurement are equal to the number of nodes,

usually numbering in the hundreds of thousands or millions. This can be thought of

as putting thermocouples and pressure sensors every centimeter in every direction

of a test facility. Where the test facility does show the desired information, inherent

in design, it does not give a full description of what is going on in the domain, only

snap shots at certain locations. It is helpful to have the big picture, usually done

with movies made of the temperature and flow velocities as functions of time as

calculated by a code. So if the domain included adverse effects that were not

previously known, and if the placement of measurement instruments is necessarily

sparse, the phenomena might be missed. An example of this is the merging and

interaction of plumes in the downcomer, which produces the coldest location in the

vessel wall.

The most important of the advantages of computational techniques is that

they bridge the gap between experiment and full scale. Scaled models of prototypic

facilities are created to analyze situations and phenomena, because it would not be

responsible to test possibly damaging scenarios on a real reactor, and building a full

scale test facility is not economical. The question then arises as to the ability to

realistically represent these phenomena in a scaled manner. Since it is not possible

to match all scaling parameters, is what is happening in the scaled facility actually

representing the prototypic scale? If it turns out that the computational method can



indeed accurately determine the domains of scaled and prototypic facilities, then

there is a tool that connects the scaled results to the real thing.

1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In order to complete the analysis of the codes capability in geometries

important to the nuclear community, the following objectives are met and presented

in this thesis:

Conduct a comprehensive review of the literature on studies completed

concerning PTS issues by computational methods.

Create a computer model of APEX-CE using an existing STAR-CD base

model.

Create an input deck of APEX-CE for REMIX.

Complete calculations for two of the tests run at APEX-CE using STAR-

CD and REMIX.

Compare the results of the calculations with the data collected for the

temperature gradients in the cold leg, where available, and at several

locations in the downcomer.

Quantify conclusions of the applicability of the use of the codes in PTS

scenarios.

Supply recommendations for future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The NRC uses a value of the nih-ductility transition, RTNDT, as the

screening criteria to determine if the potential for a PTS event is present in a certain

reactor vessel. The screening criteria are set in part (b)(2) of 10 CFR 50.61 (1985),

as 270°F (405K) for plates, forgings, and axial weld materials, and 300°F (422K)

for circumferential weld materials. If it is determined that the value ofRTT for

any material in the active core region will exceed the limits set out in 10 CFR 50.61

(1985), measures to reduce the fluence of fast neutrons are required. In the case that

no applicable fluence reduction programs exist, a plant specific safety analysis is

required to determine if PTS accidents happen with a frequency considered

negligible. This limit is set in Regulatory Guide 1.154 (1987), as 5x106 PTS events

per reactor year. If it can be shown with reasonable certainty that the frequency will

not exceed this, the plant can continue operation under compliance of part (b)(5) of

10 CFR 50.61, (1985), after approval by the Director of the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation.

It is important to note that the value of RTNDT increases with irradiation.

This point becomes important in the case where a utility would like to increase the

profitability of a facility through an increase of its lifetime or power rating.

However, this increases the total irradiation of the material and the value of RTNDT.

It is the responsibility of the licensee to prove that either the RTNDT screening

criteria are not exceeded during the plant's new lifetime, or the frequency of PTS

events does not exceed 5x106 per reactor year. As more utilities apply for license

extensions or increased power rating, the question of whether the screening limits

are as realistic as possible arises. In a report to the Commissioners from the

Executive Director for Operations, Travers (2000), the current ruling is said to be

"hard to apply" and that the original limits have obvious conservatism that is not



required to reasonably assure that a plant is safe. Because of this, a program was

started in 1999 to reassess the ruling with the result being a recommendation of

whether or not to revise the ruling. In support of this program, the research at OSU

will provide a comparison of the different code methodologies and the assessment

of a CFD code's ability to calculate thermal mixing and stratification of coolant in

the cold legs and downcomer of an integral test facility.

The procedure for calculating temperature transients in the downcomer of a

power facility is:

1. Determine the boundary conditions for the cold leg, HPSI and downcomer

using a system code such as RBLAP5 or TRAC-PF1.

2. Thermal stratification criteria are applied to the calculation to determine if

the cold leg is stratified.

3. If the cold leg is stratified, the REMIX or NEWMIX codes are used to

calculate the downcomer temperature transients.

4. The temperature transient is input into a fracture mechanics study to

determine the risk of vessel failure.

It is not the goal of this thesis to determine a replacement for the above

procedure. Instead it is proposed that the use of engineering and system type codes

be supplemented with CFD calculations, rather than with correlations. This

eliminates the dependence of the accuracy of the calculation on how well the

geometries and flow characteristics match the ones used to develop the engineering

code. An example of this is the adjusting of the input to the code to tune the

calculations to yield accurate results. This has been shown necessary when

modeling different geometries such as the UPTF, Theofanous et al. (1991). In this

comparison, differences in calculation and data required the effort of two separate



investigating bodies to determine the error'. This should be a warning to the blind

use of a code for just any geometry, which might not match exactly those for which

the code was developed.

It is pointed out that the numerical simulations can be grouped into two

categories:

1. System computer programs dealing with main interlinking

components; account for component interactions and provide overall

analysis of a system response, but cannot afford to give detailed

numerical modeling of all components of a system.

2. Component computer programs, in contrast, deal with limited

components of interest; so they can afford to provide a detailed

numerical simulation of components like the downcomer and cold

legs.

The CFD computer code lies somewhere in between the two examples; the

code could be deployed to model full geometries only at considerable expense. So

it is that the use of CFD codes has leaned towards the later. Global response is

calculated by system codes and is used to provide boundary conditions for a

reduced calculation of local effects. Description of the computer codes and the

history of their use in assessing localized PTS scenarios are found in the following

sections, with the code's name at the head of the section. Each section includes an

in-depth description of the code's methodology for solving the fluid domain. This

allows the reader to purposefully compare the physics taken into consideration by

each of the programs. The methodology is taken from the code's original manuals

and is a highly simplified version of the total code development. Any comparisons

'Theofanous et al. (1991) pp. 26, " After exhaustive searching for leak paths to
adjacent hot volumes, and with the help of MPR Associates' personnel, we finally
identified the source of the problem."
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found during the literature review, of calculations by the code with available data,

will be given after the methodology is presented.

2.1. WORLD EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

The available data of PTS thermal mixing and fluid stratification is

dominated by experiments completed from 1982 to 1987 in the United States,

Germany, and Finland under contract from the NRC, BMTF, EPRI, and IVO.

These represent a multinational effort to address the thermal-hydraulic aspects of

nuclear facility operation under accident scenario conditions. The facilities where

the experiments were completed were CREARE-l/5, IVO/IVO (NRC), PURDUE

(UCSB), CREARE-1/2, HDR, and UPTF.

The data set represented by the six experimental facilities has been used as

the standard of comparison for code assessment, and as such was utilized by all the

codes reviewed in this literature review. The facilities are contrasted by both

differences in geometric and operating conditions. A comparison between some

important parameters of each facility and a prototypic PWR are shown in

Table 2-1. Note that even the method of inducing density differences

between the HPI and the loop coolant is not the same for each test. How the

buoyancy was produced, i.e. density differences by solution or thermally induced,

is shown in the last column of Table 2-1.
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Buoyancy
.

Facility Scale Ap/p FrHP
Effects /

Mixture
Measurement

CREARE 1/5 0.02 0.57 Solute I

Temperature
IVO/NRC 2/5 0.16 0.40 Solute /

Temperature
PURDUE /UCSB 1/2 0.09 0.23 Solute /

Concentration
CREARE 1/2 0.12 1.42 Thermal /

Temperature
1-IDR 1/1 0.28 1.30 Thermal /

Temperature
UPTF 1/1 0.11 2.42 Thermal /

Temperature
PWR,Typ. 1/1 0.25 0.50 Thermal /

Temperature

Table 2-1 Comparison of world test facility typical conditions with a

prototypic US PWR.

Each of the facilities used geometries that were not necessarily exact

models of a particular prototypic plant. An example of this is the CREARE 1/5

scale facility. As described by Rothe et al. (1983), the scaling of the facility for

phase three is from typical full-scale linear dimensions of Westinghouse and

Combustion Engineering plants by "approximately" a factor of 5. The shape of the

facility that is represented is also not similar; a planer section at CREARE as

opposed to cylindrical represents the downcomer. This is to say that not any one

specific plant is being modeled by the CREARE 1/5-scale tests. Simplified

descriptions of each of the facility designs are given, as they are needed in the

comparison between calculations and data in the following sections.
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2.2. REMIX

2.2.1. Methodology

REMIX is a computer program based on the egional Mixing Model,

RMM, developed by H. P. Nourbakhsh and T. G. Theofanous, Iyer et al. (1986).

The RMM and its comparison with available experimental data has been

documented thoroughly, Theofanous et al. (1991), in NUREGICR-5677. The

RMM, as described in NUREG/CR-5677, treats the reactor system as a simplified

fluid domain shown in Figure 2-1. In the RMM, the mixing is assumed to occur in

appreciable amounts only in certain regions, these are labeled in Figure 2-1 as MR 1

through MR5. The methodology used by the REMIX computer program is

reviewed in short here and follows the derivation of the ideas and formulas

described in NUREG/CR-3701 by Iyer et al. (1986).
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Figure 2-1 Regional Mixing Model simplified geometry.

Values for fluid temperatures are based on the amount of mixing between

cold and hot fluids according to mass and energy considerations. For the region

about the HPSI injection into a cold leg, the balances are:

QHP!PHP! + QhPh = (2-1)
QHP!PHPJhHP! + Qhphhh QCPChh

Where Q and Qh are the total cold and hot stream flow rates. The hot

stream flow rate is found by noting that it equals the quantity entrained in the

falling plume of the HPSI injection. Entrainment is dependent on the Froude

number, FrHPI, and the distance the plume falls, dh, by a function that was found by

fitting the results of a K-r-O' turbulence model. The fit is described by the function:

1.236

Qh = Qe (dh ,Fr111) = O.52Q111
dh 1 Fr°414 (2-2)HP!

[DHPJj

In order to determine the energy for the hot and cold stream, the energy

found from a global calculation is partitioned into the cold and hot stream volumes:
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Vhp + Vhhhph = (V + Vh)hmPnl (2-3)

Where hmPm represents the global mean energy of the system. Iterating about an

assumed cold stream height, represented in the cold stream volume Vc, with the

condition on the Froude numbers of the cold and hot streams, that the sum or their

squares is equal to unity, solves the above equations, Fr2 + Fr, = 1. With the above

calculation completed, the cold stream flow rate and temperature into the

downcomer are known. These values are used with the assumption that the plume

is developed by 2 cold leg diameters below the cold leg/downcomer jump with

equal contributions from the cold stream and the surrounding hot fluid. Values for

the temperature of the plume centerline are calculated above and below this point

from this reference value. Temperatures above are assumed to vary linearly

between the temperature at 2 diameters and that at the jump location, MR3. The

temperatures below the reference point are found by looking up the value using the

function similar to that represented in Figure 2-2.

6i10
L/D1

Figure 2-2 Plume centerline temperature.
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2.2.2. Comparison with Experiment

Theofanous et al. (1991) interpreted the comparison of selected experiment

runs for each of the facilities described previously and documented them

comprehensively in NUREG/CR-5677. This not being a complete documentation

of this effort, only typical trends for each of the facilities will be described here.

Theofanous et al. compares test numbers 100 and 106 that were completed

at the CREARE 1/5-scale experimental facility. Fanning et al. (1983) better

describes the two tests that are being compared by Theofanous et al. The first of the

two comparisons is in the Combustion Engineering (CE) configuration. This is to

say that the geometry is changed to most appropriately resemble a CE plant. The

difference is in the geometry of the pump and loop seal, which could be either

attached in a CE or Westinghouse configuration. The geometry of the mix facility

during test 100 is shown in Figure 2-3, with HPI being injected into the inlet

labeled Near 60°.
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Figure 2-3 CREARE 1/5-scale phase-4 geometry.

The second test compared, number 106, is a combination of the phase three

and phase four configurations, the geometry for the phase three-test series is shown

in Figure 2-4. The combination geometry for test 106 does not model exactly either

the C-E or W configuration, because the pump and loop seal attachment was not

used and this is what makes this distinction. However the lower plenum and

standpipe that were added for phase-four, were used in this test.



60 Degree UPSI,

Far 60 Degree
HPSI, 20" Near 90 Degree HPSI.

1.75"

5.625

Bottom 90 Degree, 2.0"

Figure 2-4 CREARE 1/5-scale phase-3 geometry.

1.82
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Comparisons for test 100 of the temperatures at several locations show good

agreement with the data and can be described by a typical comparison. A typical

structure for the plots of the comparison of calculation and data for test number 100

is shown in Figure 2-5. From the plots of Theofanous et al. (1991), and Figure 2-5,

it can be seen that the calculations are within 100 F of the data. The temperatures

calculated by REMIX for test 100 are generally about the measured value, and

fluctuate above and below by small amounts. Only at the top of the cold leg where

the hot stream feed temperature was measured did the calculation vary from the

data in an appreciable amount. At this location the calculation followed closely the
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data for the first 300 seconds, then continued to decrease beyond the actual

temperature until a difference of approximately 30° F was seen at 1600 seconds.

160

S RhMIX
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Figure 2-5 Typical comparison of REMIX calculation with CREARE test 100
and 106.

The comparison by Theofanous et al. (1991) of CREARE test 106 shows

very similar results to those of test 100, with the exception that the calculated

values fall consistently below the data rather than fluctuating about the measured

values.

Comparison of REMIX with the UPTF facility required special

consideration before the final input model was ready. Theofanous et al. (1991)

describes REMIX originally under-predicted the temperature in the lower plenum

by approximately 15° F starting at 500 seconds into the transient. This is not a

location that is difficult to predict as the fluid temperature is well mixed at this

point and can be found with a simple energy balance. This raised the question as to

why there was such a marked error. Theofanous et al (1991) and MPR Associates

determined that the gap between the hot leg attachment to the core barrel and the
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vessel wall was introducing an additional volume that was participating in the

mixing. After this was corrected, the lower plenum calculated temperatures were in

good agreement with data. The comparison for the UPTF facility is interesting

because it is one of only two full-scale facilities with geometries typical of actual

PWRs. It should be pointed out that the injection style is definitely not similar to a

prototypic US reactor and had to be modified to produce more proper Froude

numbers. This was a divergence from the geometry for which REMIX was created.

A simplified description of the geometry of the UPTF facility is shown in Figure

2-6.

Figure 2-6 UPTF experimental facility geometry.

The large number of comparisons completed in the past and the good

agreement found under almost all conditions coupled with the very inexpensive run
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costs of the code, have led to the use of REMIX in evaluating plant specific

thermal-hydraulic responses to PTS scenarios. Theofanous et al. (1986) completed

calculations for the NRC, of three plants used to represent the population of

reactors in the United States. These plants were H.B. Robinson, Oconee, and

Calvert Cliffs.

2.3. COMMIX1-A

This program is the updated and improved version of COMMIX- 1, a

computer program developed in 1976 for analyzing steady or transient, single-

phase, three-dimensional fluid flow with heat transfer in fluid systems. COMMIX-

1A is a finite volume code that solves the equations of conservation about finite

volumes to determine the properties and characteristics of the fluid. This section

describes how the governing equations and system domain are manipulated so that

they lend themselves to the numerical solution. The volume setup is also described.

The i-A version is improved in that it uses a porous media approach in the

setup of the governing equations. This allows a more accurate representation of

systems with anisotropic media inside control volumes. This approach allows the

code to accomodate geometries that require non-uniform non-orthogonal grids,

such as a submerged structure in the flow path. The program is run as a boundary

value problem in space and an initial-value problem in time. The solution

procedure allows for either a semi-implicit or fully implicit solution technique,

depending on what the user deems most appropriate.

The distinguishing characteristic of this porous-media formulation in

contrast to other formulations is that this formulation uses surface permeability as

an anisotropic property. This allows for the flow to be restricted by independent

amounts in each direction. The code was specifically designed to analyze thermal-
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hydraulic systems of liquid sodium or water; these are the only materials that are

supported in the properties packages. However this can be supplemented with a

custom user coded package that allows the user to specify correlations for

calculating the properties within the desired domain. There is also the simplified

fluid property option. In this option, the properties of enthalpy, density, thermal

conductivity, and viscosity are assumed to be linear functions of temperature only,

with the coefficients specified by the user. As for the structure, the properties of

any number of materials can be specified for cladding, base and so on using a third

order polynomial approximation. The uses of these options are described in more

depth, in the users manual.

2.3.1. Methodology

First the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy are put

into a common form for Cartesian coordinates:

d(uypçb) d(uypcb) d(uypq))

dx dx dx

d(yF !i!' d(YI' :E!' d(Yr;
)
+ yVS4

(2-4)

'
ox)

dx dy dz

Where u, v, and w are the velocities in the x, y, and z directions

respectively. The term is the volume porosity (this is defined as the fraction of

the volume occupied by the fluid of the total volume of the cell) and the terms y,, y,,

and y are the surface permeability (defined as the fraction of the surface area that is

unobstructed to fluid flow of the total surface) in the x, y, and z directions

respectively. Then 4 would be set equal to u, v, w, or h when the equation is of the
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form of the x, y, z, momentum equations or energy equation respectively. The

equation can also be put into a form suitable for cylindrical coordinate geometries

by the transformation of the coordinates: x, y, z, dx, dy, dz, u, v, and w, to the

coordinates: r, , z dr, r d, dz, Vr, v, and v.

Next it is required that a method be derived for transforming the physical

geometry into something that the computer can understand. Forming a physical

representation of the system with a finite set of control Volumes (CV) does this.

Some programs will assist the user with this, however the user must complete the

decomposing of the geometry of the problem into these volumes manually in

COMMIX-1A. Since the system is constructed of both structure and flow volumes,

a way of handling the complex geometries resulting from the interface of the two is

desired. For the case where there are submerged structures, it is accomplished by

specifying volume porosity of the control volumes. This directly couples the

numerical volumes to the physics in the prototype; the fluid volumes are not scaled

or distorted. With the porosity given by the user, the flow resistances and resulting

flows can be calculated. Where there are no submerged structures, the porosity

would be set equal to 1, giving a volume of only liquid.

In addition to modeling the material composition of the volumes, a

methodology of handling the field and flow variables is required. The field

variables being density, temperature, and pressure, flow variables are the x, y, and z

velocities. Calculating the two types of variables at different spatial locations

facilitates the solution to the domain. In each volume the parameter is considered

constant over the entire volume, i.e. the temperature calculated at the center node is

considered the same anywhere in the volume. So when one is trying to determine

the velocity using the pressure differences at the center nodes and solving for the

velocity also at the center nodes, a difficulty arises. To treat this it is common

practice, as is done here, to use a staggered grid and control volume to calculate the
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flow variables. The relationship of the typical control volumes with the staggered

ones is seen in Figure 2-7.

Typical CV, Staggered CV.

Figure 2-7 Grid and control volume geometry.

CV,
urn eq.

With the entire fluid domain represented by volumes and nodes like those

of Figure 2-7, the conservation equations are applied. First, the governing equation

is integrated over a control volume, producing a set of finite-difference equations.

These are solved numerically by finite difference methods for each of the control

Volumes. It should be noted that for convection, the upwind value relative to the

cell face and velocity is used. This just means that the value of the field variable

that is convected across a surface with the fluid using the value upwind to the cell

face based on the sign of the velocity.
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Flow disturbance by the immersed structures on the fluid is accounted for

through an increase in flow resistance. In COMMIX-1A, these resistances are

calculated using a generic form of the pressure drop equation. The user must

specify a coefficient describing the desired form they want the generic form to

represent, and the hydraulic diameter of the interlace for the structure. Any number

of submerged structures can be accommodated, with each one using the desired

form of the pressure drop equation. The generic form of the pressure drop equation

is

L\P=C1pv2f, (2-5)

and the corresponding distributed resistance is

vvlR=C1pf, (2-6)

where L is the length of the object, d is the hydraulic diameter, C1 is a user

specified constant, v is velocity, and f is the friction factor found by the function

f=a1Re"+c1, (2-7)

when the Re number is less the transition to turbulent value, and

f=atRebr+ct, (2-8)

when the Re number is greater than the transition value.

In the above equations, a, b, and c are constants and 1 and t represent

laminar and turbulent flows, respectively. The constants are required by the code to

be specified by the user. As a consequence of the plethora of different structural

shapes involved in real world situations, the code is equipped to accept up to 50

additional friction factor correlations, six are included with the code for the

structures of: CRBR fuel, CRBR blanket assembly, direct reactor heat exchanger,

CRBR chimneys, FFTF pin bundle, and a CRBR control assembly. These
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predefined correlations are remnants of the code's original design purpose of liquid

metal reactor analysis.

Energy stored in the structure can impact the temperature of the fluid and

require that the interaction with the structures be calculated. Thermal interaction of

the liquid with the structures is found in the following way:

1. The input and computation of the geometric variables is completed.

2. The surface heat-transfer coefficient is determined.

3. Temperature distribution within the structure is determined.

4. Heat transferred to the fluid is calculated.

Thermal calculations may include a number of different structures and gaps.

Gaps require that the heat transfer coefficient and width of the gap be specified.

Heat interaction of the solid structures and the fluid is modeled using a correlation

for the Nusselt number as a function of the Reynolds number with user specified

coefficients. Any number of different correlations can be specified for each

structure, giving flexibility to the code. The Nusselt and Reynolds numbers are

based on the characteristic lengths of the submerged structures and the calculated

velocities. The user only needs to specify the characteristic length and the number,

n, specifying the correlation desired. For convenience the correlation is put into the

general form of

Nu(n) = C1(n) + C2(n)Re' (2-9)

where C1, C2, and C3 are coefficients specified by the user when the number, n,

representing the correlation is chosen.

Turbulence has definite affects on the mixing and is considered by using

modified values for the diffusivity in the governing conservation equation.

Specifically the viscosity, t, and thermal conductivity, X, for the momentum and

energy equations respectively, are changed to the sum of the turbulent and laminar

contributions.



(2-10)
A = A1 +

In COMMIX-1A, there are two ways of handling the turbulent

contributions; the user can specify the values using the constant turbulent viscosity

model, or use the one-equation model. For the constant coefficient case, the user

specifies the turbulent viscosity and conductivity. If an accurate measured value for

the quantities is not available, the values should be calculated using the formulation

recommended by Domanus et al. (1983).

c=0.l
c = 0.1(0.001 Rem 1)

c =0

= 0.007CpPUmaxl

for Remax > 2000,

for 1000 <Re <2000max

Remax< 1000

(2-11)

Where 1 is the mixing length and p is the fluid density. The maximum Reynolds

number is the auctioneered highest value of the calculated x, y, and z component

Reynolds numbers. Similarly, Umax is the greatest value of any the velocities. The

mixing length scale is is assumed to be the product of 0.4 and the hydraulic

diameter. The above value of turbulent viscosity is then used to calculate the

turbulent conductivity using the equation proposed by Nijsing and Eiffel (1973):

C
(2-12)= ____________________

0.8[1 e(-6x105Rem

Where X is the turbulent conductivity and Pr is the Prandlt number. If it is

desired that the computer calculate the turbulent properties (k and ), the one

equation model should be applied. In this case the program calculates the turbulent

viscosity with the formula:
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p, = c,pk'1 (2-13)

The empirical coefficient, c, and the mixing length are found using the

recommended equations used in the constant turbulent viscosity model, and the

variable k is the turbulent kinetic energy found from solving the partial differential

equation.

ô / ok\
ôt ox,

_effj+1'k_PSB+'G (2-14)

Where k is the production due to shear, p is the dissipation due to

viscosity, SB is the source of kinetic energy due to internal structures, and S0 is

generation due to gravity. The partial differential equation is solved numerically in

the same manner as the conservation equation.

Two assumptions worth mentioning are made in the calculation and

application of the turbulent viscosity. First, the flow directly adjacent and close to

the wall behaves like a boundary layer. This is the viscous sub-layer where the

viscosity effects are dominant. The flow in the sub-layer contributes to the

production of turbulence with the forces (shear stresses) in the fluid at the extent of

the sub-layer. Since this sub-layer is relatively very small, the grid spacing required

to resolve it would be computationally inappropriate. So to determine the velocity

gradient at the sub-layer interface the assumption is made that 50% of the velocity

difference between the outer flow and the wall is accomplished within the layer.

The other important assumption is in the application of the turbulent properties

close to the wall. Here it is important to have accurate values to determine the

momentum flux. This is accomplished by assuming a wall function for the shape of

the distribution of the turbulent parameters close to the wall. The parameter

distribution is such represented in a modified wall shear stress.



The governing equations of the fluid domain are now setup and the initial

and boundary conditions must be specified so that a solution procedure can be

applied. For a first time run, it is required that the user specify the velocity,

temperature, and pressure distribution for the domain, then the program calculates

the state parameters. At any following time steps the run's initial conditions can be

read from a restart file of an initial run, only the conditions at the boundaries

(temperature, pressure/velocity, heat transfer option, etc.) need be specified.

When an initial run is available and the boundaries are specified, the

program calculates all required state values and variables then continues to the first

time step. The handling of the residuals and the solution advancement is done

either in a semi-implicit or fully implicit iterative scheme. For short time scales,

fast transients, it can be computationally more economical to chose the semi-

implicit scheme. However it can be shown that the fully implicit characteristic of

unconditional stability allows for large enough time steps to justify this scheme

where the transients are longer. Both require that the mass residual limit or

maximum number of inner iterations be met before continuing. The fully implicit

scheme requires an additional check on residual magnitude to determine if the

equations are converged.

2.3.2. Comparison with Experiment

Between the years of 1976 and 1985, 15 unique verification comparisons

with experimental data and analytical solutions were completed and published.

Domanus et al. (1983), in NUREG/CR-2896, Vol. II, summarized the conditions of

operation for the 15 comparisons. Of the tests completed, four are of direct interest

to PTS. They are:

1. the simulation of the downcomer and lower plenum of a PWR,



2. cold leg, downcomer, and HPSI of a PWR,

3. thermal mixing in the cold leg and downcomer with vent valve flow in a

PWR, and

4. transient thermal mixing in the downcomer of a PWR during HPSI

injection.

The first case only shows the solution to the velocity field by COMMIX-

1A. Results are physical and help bring insight into the processes occurring in the

lower plenum. This is a heuristic assessment of the code's ability to compute fluid

domains. Part 2 shows comparison between experiment and calculation for the

temperature gradient across the cold leg in Creare test number 51. The temperature

measurements are spaced 1.2 inches apart starting at 0.425 inches above the bottom

of the cold leg as shown in Figure 2-8. The calculation is in good agreement at all

locations. The third case presented was a comparison between COMMIX-1A and

test data compiled by Babcock and Wilcox at its Alliance Research Center. Again

good agreement is seen between calculation and data with an averaged root mean

square difference for 40 different locations of 12%, Domanus et al. (1983).
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Figure 2-8 Thermocouple rake location in cold leg of CREARE.

Lyczkowski et al. (1983) also completed comparisons with data directly

focused on the PTS issue, one of which is described briefly by Domanus et al.

(1983) in number 4 of the above report. It is found as a preliminary conclusion that

the comparisons of Domanus et al. (1983) and Lyczkowski et al. (1983) showed

varying degrees of agreement between the calculations and data.

Analysis of multi-component systems including the HPSI, cold leg, and

downcomer are the important to PTS scenarios. An extensive analysis of this style

of geometry was completed by Lyczkowski et al. (1983) with comparisons of

calculations by COMMIX-1A of the thermal mixing in the cold leg and

downcomer of a generic PWR with six experiments, completed at the CREARE 1/5

scale test facility. Tests were chosen so as to represent the major manufactures

designs typical of American reactors. These include abcock and Wilcox (B&W)
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with the phase 1 tests, Westinghouse (W), and Combustion engineering (CE) with

the phase 2 tests.

One form of comparison used by Lyczkowski et al. was the time averaged

temperature gradient across the cold leg. For this reason, the data were time

averaged and compared to the instantaneous calculated value. The averaging was

over 10 seconds near the end of the transients and only completed for the top and

bottom thermocouples; the gradient is taken to be the difference between the

assumed greatest and lower temperature locations. The comparisons became

generally worse as the Reynolds number based on the cold leg recirculation

increased, from a difference of 0.1°F in test 63 to 3 1.6°F in test 47. Lyczkowski et

al. (1983) attributed this possibly to numerical diffusion and noted that comparing

time-averaged data does not give a good representation of the code's ability to

calculate the mixing. It is the opinion of the author that the effects of turbulence are

becoming more prevalent, since no turbulence modeling was use in these

calculations, along with any numerical diffusion present. In 1983 the computer

technology did not allow for large calculations to take place and the computer

modeling would adjust for this by eliminating turbulence modeling and fine grids

where possible. The effects of the course grid and lack of turbulence modeling can

explain some of the differences between calculation and data. A comparison of the

computational grid used in these calculations and that used in the current CFD

models shows this. There are a total of 1,255 nodes in the model used in 1983 in

COMMIX- 1 A model and over 700,000 in the model created in 2001 with S TAR-

CD for this thesis. This is a stark contrast in the spatial resolution. It is also

important to note that the calculations started with an isothermal cold leg. In the

tests the cold leg was flushed in between runs, which resulted in a 10 to 15 degree

Fahrenheit difference across the cold leg at the beginning of the test. This

difference in initial conditions could also account for some error.
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The first comparison was not complete in that the calculated temperatures

were instantaneous values and the data were time averaged, so another comparison

was made of the instantaneous temperatures. When the actual transients of the data

and calculation for the thermocouple rake in the cold leg are compared, very good

agreement is found for test 62 and 63. Differences are within 3°F for the plotted

temperatures, pages 5-10 through 5-14 of Lyczkowski et al. (1983). This is within

the experimental error of the thermocouples and data acquisition used at CREARE.

Comparing the downcomer temperatures for test 63 at time equals 194.9 seconds

shows very good agreement also, however it should be noted that the downcomer

was basically well mixed and little temperature difference was observed over the

entire region.

The comparison for test 51 shows greater deviance from data in the upper

cold leg locations and also in the downcomer. The greatest error was seen with

approximately 8 to 10°C in the upper three cold leg thermocouple locations, at the

end of the transients being compared, However comparison of four different

thermocouples in the downcomer show very good agreement with less than 3°C

difference, again the temperatures in the downcomer are all near the well-mixed

temperature.

The last of the tests of phase two to be compared by Lyczkowski et al.

(1983) was test number 47. This test varies from the first three in that turbulent

flow was determined to occur in the cold leg and downcomer, a result of the ioop

flow being increased by a factor of 4. The previous tests showed laminar flow in

the downcomer with turbulent flow in the cold leg. However the cold leg flow was

assumed to be laminarized by stratification dampening as calculated using the

linear stability analysis of Gage et al. (1968). Test 47 did not show conditions that

would produce such laminarized flow, so turbulent flow is present in the cold leg.

As expected, because no turbulence modeling was applied, the greatest error of the

phase 2 tests was calculated for test 47. The cold leg is well mixed, except for a
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cold stream that runs along the bottom of the pipe. The temperature difference

across the cold leg was 8°F in the CREARE data, and COMMIX calculated a

temperature difference of 23.6°F. Error is quickly identified as an incorrect amount

of mixing by comparing the two temperature gradients. COMMIX actually

calculates an inverse temperature gradient with the coldest temperatures being

observed at the upper portion of the cold leg. This inversion is the result of

incorrectly calculating the mixing due to turbulence, which would have changed the

flow regime of the HPSI fluid as it entered the cold leg. This is easily explained by

looking at the behavior of the streaming plume calculated by COMMIX in contrast

to the non-existence of an appreciable plume observed in CREARE, along with the

above mentioned temperature gradients due to quantity of mixings.

To address the error due to turbulent mixing, COMMIX-1B was developed

with three optional turbulence models. This is in contrast to COMMIX-1A where

there are two ways of handling the turbulent contributions; the user can specify the

values using the constant turbulent viscosity model, or use the one-equation model.

The additions are the 0-equation mixing length model and 2-equation k-t model.

Chen et al. (1984) gives the description of these additions in NUREG-CR13504. In

each of the additional turbulent models, the effects of turbulence are assumed to be

accurately modeled by an addition of the Reynolds stresses to the laminar

calculation. Then the difference between the models is just the method by which

the turbulent viscosity is determined.

After the addition of the three models, test cases where run to determine

their accuracy by comparing the 2-equation, 1-equation, 0-equation mixing length,

and constant turbulent viscosity model options. The test cases compared by Chen et

al. (1984) where for developing isothermal turbulent flow in a pipe, isothermal

turbulent flow in a circular cross section with a sudden expansion, and thermal-

fluid mixing in a model cold leg and downcomer of a PWR.
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Data for comparison of the first case is taken from Barbin et al. (1963) and

consists of the velocity profile at two axial locations, zJD = 16.5 and z/D = 40.5,

where z is the axial coordinate and D is the pipe diameter. The results are shown in

Figure 2-9 and show that the 2-equation and 1-equation models compare very well,

and that the constant turbulent viscosity option calculates a parabolic profile that is

not in agreement with the data at either location.
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Figure 2-9 Comparison of Barbin data for developing turbulent flow in a pipe,
from NUREG-CR/3504.
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Data for the second comparison were taken by Chaturvedi (1963) and were

for a geometry of an axisymmetric circular section, a cross section of this is shown

in Figure 2-10. The Reynolds number for the flow is 2.186 x io, with air as the

operating fluid and an assumed inlet turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate.

All four different turbulence modeling options were compared for this case at 3

different axial positions, z/r0 = 1.0, 3.0, and 8.0, where z is the axial coordinate and

r0 is the large radius of the expansion region. As shown in Figure 2-11, while the

flow is developing, z/r0 = 1.0 and 3.0, the constant turbulent option has good

agreement with the data. However this option shows the worse agreement once the

flow has reached further into the pipe, z/r0 = 8.0. As for the turbulent modeling

options where the turbulence is solved for, the best agreement is shown between

the data and the k-E, 2-equation model. As shown in Figure 2-11, the 2-equation

model agrees with the profile very well at zIr0 = 1.0 and 3.0, with deviations within

10% at z/r0 = 3.0.

F_!.[f
r0 r0/r1=2

Figure 2-10 Chaturvedi's expansion flow in circular duct.
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Figure 2-11 Comparison with Chaturverdi data of axial velocity profiles
downstream of sudden expansion, from NUREG-CR13504.

The data for the third comparison was taken from Hashemi et al. (1983), for

tests using the EPRI-SAI experimental facility. This facility was a rectangular

scaled model of a cold leg and downcomer of a PWR with top HPSI. A simple

layout of the facility geometry is shown in Figure 2-12. This was the only

comparison completed where the flow was not assumed to be isothermal, so as to

show the code's ability to calculate buoyancy driven mixing. The operating

conditions for the test were:

Cold leg flow at an average rate of 168.5 gpm,

HPSI flow at an average rate of 16 gpm,

Reynolds number of cold leg was 3.8 x iO4,
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Cold leg Froude number of 0.44, and mixture Froude number of 0.04.

A comparison is made for time equals 119 seconds, into the transient for the

constant turbulent viscosity, 2-equation, and 1-equation models, and is shown in

the upper block of Table 2-3. There is an extra comparison shown in the table that

is the 2-equation model using a new NWSUD differencing scheme. The

temperature difference across the cold leg is 3.3°C and the calculated temperature

difference is -0.6°C for the constant viscosity model, -0.6°C for the 2-equation

model, 0.2°C for the 2-equation model using VWSUD, and 9.2°C for the 1-

equation model. The most accurate calculation is with the 2-equation model using

the VWSUD differencing, as this is the only model that correctly calculated the

placement of the cold stream, i.e. the coldest temperature at the bottom yielding a

positive value for the difference. Of the other options used, the constant viscosity

and 2-equation without VWSUD gave similar results as the next most accurate,

with the 1-equation model faring the worse.

The lower block of Table 2-3 compares the temperature gradient across the

cold leg where it connects to the downcomer. As shown in the Table 2-3, no

reading was available for the uppermost temperature so the temperature gradient is

considered as from the second highest location to the bottom of the cold leg. The

temperature difference across the cold leg is 3.9°C and the calculated temperature

difference is 1.1°C for the constant viscosity model, 1.9°C for the 2-equation

model, 2.8°C for the 2-equation model using VWSUD, and 3.5°C for the 1-

equation model. Again the 2-equation model using the improved VWSUD

differencing scheme is the most accurate calculation, with the standard 2-equation,

constant viscosity, and 1-equation models following in that order.

Of all the added turbulent modeling options, the 2-equation model is the

most robust, having the most consistent accurate calculations for a variety of

situations.
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Figure 2-12 SAl experiment geometry.
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Location Base Model k-c Model k-c Model 1-Equation (k)

(Thermocouple I) Experisent 0.06 pa-a) without with Model without

WSUD WSUD VWSLJD

L36 (Top) 65.6°c 63.5°c 63.5°C 64.9°C 60.7°cl
L37 65.8°C 64.0°C 64.2°c 65.1°c 61.9°C I

L38 65.3°C 64.1°C 64.4cc 65.0°c 63.9°C

L39 64.3°C 64.1°C 64.4°c 64.8°C 66.4°C
UPPER
BLOCK

L40
64.6CC 64.1°C 64.3°C 64.5°C 68.6°C I

L41 * 64.0°C 64.2°C 64.1°C 69.8°C I

1.42 (Bottom) 62.3°C 64.1°C 64.1°C 63.8°C 69.9°C]

1.43 (Top) * 66.3°C 69.5°C 69.6°C 68.1°C 1
1.44 68.3°C 65.4°C 66.3°C 66.9°c 63.6°C

1.45 64.3°C 64.9°C 65.4°C 65.9°C 63.0°C LOWER
1.46 64.1°c 64.7°C 65.0°C 65.4°C 63.5°C

BLOCK
I

L47 62.2°C 645°C 64.8°C 65.0°c 64.7°C
I

1.68 64.3°C 64.4°C 64.6°C 64.6°C 66.1°C

1.49 (Bottom) 64.4°C 64.3°C 64.4°C 64.1°C 67.1°C
I

Table 2-3 Comparison of temperature profiles at the junction of straight and
diverging sections of the cold leg at 119 seconds, from NUREG-CR-3504.

2.4. RELAP5/MOD3

The Reactor Excursion and Leak Analysis Program version 5, RELAP5,

computer code is a light water reactor transient analysis code developed for the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, USNRC. The code is used for analyzing

reactor systems during accident conditions, such as small and large Loss of Coolant

Accidents along with a variety of operational transients for modeling a wide range

of scenarios. RELAP5 is a generic code that can be used for simulation of hydraulic

and thermal transients in both nuclear and non-nuclear systems involving mixtures

of steam, water, non-condensable fluids, and solute.

The RELAP5/MOD3 code is based on a non-homogeneous and non-

equilibrium model for a general two-phase system that is solved by a partially



implicit numerical scheme. RELAP5/MOD3 does not approach the solution of a

system by creating system components from general shapes as a CFD code does.

Instead the system model is constructed out of pre-defined components for each

section of the system. The components available include a wide variety of general

system parts, including pumps, valves, pipes, heat releasing or absorbing structures,

reactor point kinetics, electric heaters, jet pumps, turbines, separators,

accumulators, and control system components. Specific effects such as form loss,

flow at an abrupt area change, branching, choked flow, boron tracking, and non-

condensable gas transport are modeled using specific process models where

required. This is an interesting approach to modeling a thermal-hydraulic system,

however it limits the generality of the code along with the robustness of its

application in the non-nuclear field, an artifice of it being created with a specific

application in mind. This should not be taken as the code being underdeveloped;

quite the contrary, the code is highly developed for the nuclear field and has been

assessed extensively with very good agreement where other general codes would

have been inappropriate due to computational cost.

To understand the contrast between a general thermal hydraulic code and a

specialized system code, the approach of the system code in solving the fluid

system need be explained. In a similar fashion to some general CFD codes, RELAP

approaches a system as a set of control volumes linked together in a specific way to

represent the actual system, however not at the differential level. For each of the

volumes, governing equations are solved to determine the dependent unknowns. In

addition to the spatial discretization, the code solves different dynamics of the

system in separate modules, and then enforces conservation between the modules

to give the total system dynamic, i.e., the heat transfer in structures would be

solved then coupled to the hydrodynamic calculation.
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The methodology that is covered in the following section is in a much-

simplified form. All the information was derived from the RELAP5/MOD 3.2.2

gamma users manual, volumes 1 through 7.

2.4.1. Methodology

In the hydrodynamic module, there are eight primary dependent variables

that are determined by solving eight field equations. The variables are the pressure,

phasic specific internal energies, void fraction, phasic velocities, non-condensable

quality, and boron density. Utilized in the hydrodynamic module is a one-

dimensional, transient, two-fluid model that describes the flow of a two-phase

system composed of steam, water, and non-condensable components present in the

steam and/or soluble component present in the water phase, such as boron. As

mentioned the volumes for which the system is solved are relatively gross, where a

section of pipe would be decomposed into a handful of sections on the order of feet

or meters, not centimeters. The two-fluid equations are solved for volume-averaged

quantities, similar to that done on a differential scale in the control volume

approach of CFD codes. However the grossness of the scale is also the resolution of

the solution. RELAP is a 1-dimentional code that does not facilitate the

determination of phenomena that depend on transverse gradients within the

volume. Examples are the flow friction and heat transfer being functions of the

velocity and temperature gradients at the wall. Special treatment is required to

account for these phenomena and are of the form of empirical transfer coefficient

formulations using the bulk properties of the fluid within the volume. This is the

true specialty of the RELAP code; where resolution and generality is given up

within each volume, the domain being cheaply represented in a two-phase fashion

gains economy. With any required information for properly modeling phenomena

like sub-cooled boiling, flow friction, heat transfer, form loss, choked flow, etc. is

handled by application of the appropriate empirical model. This is the property of a
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system code that allows for a complete system to be modeled at a relatively

inexpensive cost.

The handling of the fluid system, previous to the extra model application,

becomes easy to explain. It is reduced to two concurrent sets of conservation

equations, one for each of the two phases. As in a single-phase scenario, these are

the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The mass conservation

equations are represented in differential form.

(agpg) gpgvgA)=Fg
A ox

(2-15)O() 1 (ajp1vjA)=F1-
AOx

Where, respectively, cLf and ug are the fluid and gas volume fractions, pf and

Pg are the fluid and gas densities, t is time, A is cross sectional flow area, x is the

coordinate along the flow path, Vf and Vg are the fluid and gas velocities, and Ff and

Fg are the fluid and gas generation. Neglecting mass sources and sinks,

conservation requires that the gas generation is equal to the negative of the fluid

generation, accounting for phase change. Given that the processes in the bulk fluid

and near the boundary with solid structures can be different in nature, the interfacial

mass transfer is separated into that that occurs in the bulk of the fluid (F1) and that

that occurs within the boundary layer next to a solid interface (1T). The total

resulting generation then would be equal to the sum of the two processes.

(2-16)

The equations are expanded in time using the product rule, then added and

subtracted to yield sum and difference formulas which lend themselves to

numerical formulation upon degeneration into a single-phase form. The equation

yielded upon addition using the relation that the time rate change in fluid volume

fraction is opposite to the time rate change in gas volume fraction.
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dPg

g g

ôa
----(a p v A + aI PfVf A) =0

(2-17)
a +a
g

The equation yielded by taking the difference of the phasic equations is

ôPf ôa 1ôa _+a (p p1)_L+--(agpgvgAajp1v1A)=
g at Adx

2VH (r_T)+H(T_T)] (2-18)

+ 2F-

Where, respectively, 1", T, and Tf are the saturated, gas and fluid

temperatures, h*g and h*f are the bulk gas and fluid specific enthalpies. It should be

noted that the conservation of momentum equation derivation is completed in a

simplified fashion. This is due to the fact that momentum effects are considered

secondary to mass and energy conservation with respect to nuclear reactor systems,

i.e. relatively large sources and sinks of momentum such as pumps and abrupt area

changes dominate the fluid domain of a reactor system. Using this methodology for

momentum, the general equations are simplified with the following assumptions:

phasic pressures are equal, the interfacial pressure is equal to the phasic pressures,

Reynolds stresses are negligible, viscous stresses are neglected, no momentum is

stored within the interface between phases, and any normal wall forces are taken

into account in the variable area momentum flux formulation. With the

simplifications, the phasic momentum equations are multiplied by the respective

phasic velocity and subtracted from the general momentum equation. The phasic

conservation of momentum equations are also placed in the expanded form. The

equation for the gas phase is written.



8v2dv 1apA---i- ag g
gpAL=_aA_+apBxA_(agpgA)FWG(Vg)

dx g gg

+FgA(Vgj Vg) (apgA)FIG(vg - Vf)

_v1) dvlI
[

1dx

The equation for the fluid phase is written.

(2-19)

dv 1 dva1p1A+ afpfA--= a A+ afpfBXA(afpfA)FWG(Vf)
dx dx

+FIA(vfl -v) (a1p1A)FIG(v1 - vg) (2-20)

dv dv1lCagafpmAI+v I
[

dt 1dx

The last term deals with forces due to virtual mass, the coefficient C is a

function of the flow regime, however it is not considered in RELAP5/MOD3 as

such, and is considered equal to 1/2 for all flows. The FWG and FWF are the wall

friction coefficients, and FIG and FIF are interfacial friction coefficients. The terms

containing the wall and interface friction coefficients represent the force between

phases at the wall and interface.

Again special consideration must be given to the coupling of the two

phases, this time it is required that the momentum at the interface is conserved. To

insure this the force terms associated with mass and momentum exchange at the

interface are required to sum to zero.

FgAVgj (agpgA)FIG(vg - v1) CagajpmA
d(vg Vf)

FfAvfl (afpfA)FIG(vf - Vg) CagafpmA
d(v1 vg)

= o

(2-21)

As a simplification it is assumed that the transfer at the interface due to

friction and mass transfer should independently sum to zero.
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agpgFlG = a1p1FIG = a1p1agpgFlF
(2-22)

vgj = v1 = V1

Using the above constitutive relationships the conservation of momentum

equations are also put into a sum and difference forms to facilitate numerical

solution, which are written, respectively.

dv dv1i dv2l dv 13P
+ap----+ afpf =+PmBxgpg + a1p

c9t 2
g g

dx 2 dx dx (2-23)

agpgvgFWG a1p1v1FWF
1'g

(Vg - v1)

and

(i i\op

dt dt 2 dx 2 dx
) -i---

F WGVg - FWFv1

Fgpmvj_(ajpjvg + agpgv1)
( Vg - v1) (2-24)+

agpgafpf

p d(vg _v)
P )(1 _Pg)By

PgPf dt PgP1

Each of the interface friction per unit volume terms in the momentum

equation is defined as phasic interface friction coefficients.

Fig =agpgFlG(vg _v1)
(2-25)

= a1p1FIG(v _vg)

The global interfacial friction coefficient, Fl, is related to the phasic

interfacial friction coefficients.

+ = Vg v1) (2-26)
agpg afpf

or



F

FI=
agpg a1p1

(2-27)
pm(1g _vf)

The calculation of the interfacial friction coefficients, Fig and F1f, are

accomplished with the use of either the drift flux model or the drag coefficient

model, depending on the flow regime.

The determination of the wall coefficients, FWF and FWG, is accomplished

using the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Service (HTFS) correlation for the two-

phase friction multipliers, and partitioning the wall friction among the phases to

determine a relation between the shear stresses and the two-phase pressure drop.

First the Lockhart-Martinelli model is used to relate the two-phase pressure drop to

the fluid or gas only wall friction drop.

(oP 2(ôP\ 21oP\
= = (2-28)

Where and 2g are the friction multipliers for the fluid and gas, which are

determined using the HTFS two-phase friction multiplier correlation. The

correlation relates the multipliers to the Lockhart-Martinelli ratio (x) and a

correlation factor C.

2 =1+ +x x (2-29)

41 'X2+CX+1

The energy equations for each of the phases are written with the

vapor generation and energy dissipation terms.

(agpgug)

ôa p a
+ --(a pU v A)=_P--___(a v A)
A dx

' ' ' g
at A dx

g g
(2-30)

Qwg + Qig + [',gh + Fh + DISSg

and
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ocx pP_(afpfu1) + 1-(afpfufvfA) -p--i-- --(a v A)
Ot AOx (2-31)

+Q. + + + + DISS1

Where (for the liquid and gas phase respectively) Qf and Qwg are the wall

heat transfer rates, and Qig are the interface heat transfer rates, DISSf and DISSg

are the dissipation of energy from friction effects at the wall or in pumps.

The interface heat transfer terms represent the amount of energy given to

the interface from the liquid and gas phases. All vapor production and condensation

occurs at this interface between the two phases. The interface values are further

broken up into the effects in the bulk of the fluid (B superscript), and that in the

boundary layer next to the wall (W superscript), QW.f QB.f QWjg, and Q\Vjg. To

enforce energy conservation at the interface, all the heat transfer terms of the

interface are summed and set equal to zero.

+ Q' QB + i- (h; h;) + r'w(hg - h) = 0 (2-32)

Then it is assumed that the energy conservation of the bulk fluid and

boundary layer regions can be treated separately. So that the total transfer of each

region must also balance, and the sum of the terms for each region are set to zero. If

the interface heat exchange terms for each phase in the bulk of the fluid are equal to

the temperature difference between the phase temperature and the saturation

temperature for the total pressure, times the volumetric heat transfer coefficient for

the phase, the sum to zero balances can be written.

Hig(Ts_7;)+H(Ts_Ti)+Fjg(h;_h;)=o (2-33)

and

+ + r'w(hg h1) =0 (2-34)

Since the two regions are treated separately and the interfacial heat transfer

terms were defined as being the amount of energy transferred to the interface,



forms for the vapor generation rate at the wall are easily found. This is

accomplished by setting the energy contribution to the interface by the gas phase

equal to zero for vaporization, and the contribution by the liquid phase equal to

zero for condensation. This is simply saying that the vapor condensing at the

interface is loosing energy, so the vapor phase is contributing energy to the

interface, and vise versa for vaporization. For vapor generation the form is:

(2-35)
hg_h1

For liquid generation the form is:

w

ç ig

(2-36)
hg_hf

These forms are inserted into the first interface energy balance, and

recalling that the total interface mass transfer is just the sum of that in the boundary

layer with that in the bulk fluid. The interface vapor generation rate equation is

written.

Hig(TS_Tg)+Hii(TS_)Fg
* * (2-37)

hg - h1

The superscripts * and 'denote the locations of the enthalpy value as being

in the bulk fluid or in the boundary layer respectively. Equations (2-35) and (2-36)

can be solved for the heat transfer of the interface near the wall and added to the

heat transfer of the interface in the bulk of the fluid to give the total interfacial heat

transfer for the gas and liquid phases.

Qig = Hjg(T T ) - h) (2-38)2)
and



Q,. _h) (2-39)

Equations 2-35 through 2-39 are inserted into 2-30 and 2-31 to give the

final forms of the gas and liquid phase energy equations.

i1?
(a

u)+fIa UvA+P agPg g gPg g ) (
gPgA)J=

a ( h;

ôt h
h;)pH1(

(h;h;);(
T)(P )H1(; T)(2-4O)

I(i+c (1_c)

2
g + Qwg + DISS8+ h

and

ld
+P_(apfA)1=(afPfuf)+f_[_(afPfUfvfA)

* / *

ôa ( hf
LH (ri;)-1

h1

ut h;_h;)

1(1 +
+(I)h]c + Q + DISS

RELAP solves the differential equations using a control volume approach in

one dimension. The energy and mass conservation equations (2-17, 2-18, 2-40, 2-

41) are integrated over the length of the control volume, and the momentum

equations (2-23, 2-14) are integrated from control volume center to center. This is a

result of the numerical grid being staggered. The staggering allows for the solution

of the vector values, such as velocity, to exist at the interfaces between cells.

Approximating derivatives with discrete differences numerically discretizes each of

the equations. The resulting sum continuity equation is
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+1 n , I n+I n n V ni-I n
VL[a;L (P;,L Pg,L) + alL Pf,L Pf,L) + (P;,L Pf,L )ag,L agL)] +

(a; 1p" A n n n+1
g,j+I g.j+1 g,j+I - ag jPg jvgj A)At + (2-42)

n+I(a;11p;11v;J+1A1141 - a 1pv1 A1 )At = 0

The difference continuity equation is

n " n+I n n \i n+1 n
VL{a;L(p;L P;,L) + af 4PIL Pf,L) + (P;,L pf,L)ag,L - ag,L)] +

(a +ip" v'i-' A ' v''A Atg,j+1 g,j+I g,j+I ag,jpg,j g,j ii
(a1p;1+1v;+1A11+1 -apvA )At = (2-43)

2 ipfl
V At1 ---H (T3ht+1 - Tn1'I + H L(T - Ti-" + 2VLAtI'L

r 1

L D ig,L I g,l ) 1 1,' iJ
L L1L J

The vapor energy equation is

VL[(p;LU;L + 'L )agL agL g,LPg,L g,LPg,L g,L

V n+1
) + a;LU I n+l

P; L) + a
' (u U;L)] +

[a3+1(p U"g,j+i g,j+I + P)Vgj+iAj+i a; (p; 1u;1 + P)v;'A]At =

h
* \pn

I --H L(T - T"') ( h
H IT+I - T"1V (2-44)

[h; _h)L L
-, L g,I * * L g,i)j LAt

hg_h1

D"

1F*
I 'L 's,L j.j-n (T5+1
I

)
,L g,L

[ 2 ) g,L 2 ) fLj w,L + Q:g,L + DIss;L}vLAt

The liquid energy equation is

n fl I n+I nVL [(P;Lu;L + P )(a' a;L) + a1 LUlL PJ,L Pf,L) + af LPI,L(u; U"L )J +

n+I
+ P")v" AL f,j+J jI a1(p; 1u;1 + L )v11 A1JAt =

* \fl -I

* *) D ig,L L g,I h _h* 1

L
'Ljjn (Tsn+1 T"')

(

hg
H" (Ts' - rt) VAt (2-45)

h-h1
L S ]

{'p1
'T"i-' -T"-1-h"' +1-----h"' lffl

ii
)

ilL g,L

{ 2 ) g,L 2 ) lU w,L + QfL + DISSL}VLAt
1\ 'L



The sum momentum equation is

\it/ n+1 n(agpg)".(v;' _v;)& + (a1p1)vj _v1).Ax +

1 )fl[(v2)fl
2

agpg g L

ir
j[(UgPg ) VISG

n +1

-(PL-PK) &+
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Lxt
1 nr 2 ' (v2)fllAt_(g)K] +(afpf)t(vf)L_ f KJ

+(afpf)n

1

VISF IAt
j

Jj
(2-46)

n+1i

[(Pm ) B (agpg FWGJ (Vg) 1Ati\x.jJ
n+11

[(aIPfFWFn(V r' (F r(vg v1) jAtLsxj
/J J\ f/f g1

[(agpg HLOSS1Iv?z 1+ (ap HLOSSFflfl ]Lt
j g.j

j
J

The difference momentum equation is

n

(1+
CP) [(v;' v)(v1 v1)]& +

P1Pg
j

7. \fl
I.

if

[

2 n (v2)lAt 1agPg VISGAt-
2agpg (vg) g K] 2a8P8)

j I

Sfl \fl

1(afPfl
[(

(V21t+1IaP
I

(P1Pg (PL-PK)'At-2 a1p1 L h)KJ 2( agpg t PfPg ),
ii

(2-47)
+1 n n ni-I it it n+I\' 1

{FWG(VS)J _FWF;(VJ)J
(apap)

(r; (pvç afPfVg ag Pg V1
)

jAtAx1 +

Sn

{(pmFl);+1 v;) 'At. (ag Pg]
HLOSSGv1

i] agpg
I

'it

A(af ) HLOSSFvJ +( m _pg)By(y
PI I PgPj)

/1
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Equations 2-42 through 2-47 are solved for one of four different cases,

depending on the state of the fluid within the control volume from one time step to

the next. The volume can have 2-phases for the successive time steps, 1-phase then

2-phases, 1-phase then 1-phase, or 2-phase then 1-phase. The difference between

each of the four cases has do to with how the phasic heat transfer and energy of the

fluid is handled. For example in the 2-phase to 1-phase case, the energy,

temperature, and density of the phase that disappears are all set to their respective

saturation values for the calculated pressure.

The discretized equations are solved with additional density and

temperature state equations for the new time step. Given the newly calculated

parameters of the system, the quality of the control volumes are calculated and the

appropriate flow regime is then used to determine which correlations are required

for the next time step.

2.4.2. Comparison with Experiment

RELAP5 has been used extensively in the nuclear community for system

analysis. It was shown how this is accomplished in the previous section. However

the purpose of this thesis is to assess the codes methodology with respect to PTS

specific phenomena. PTS is most severe under low loop flow conditions where the

coolant is allowed to stratify. This yields a concentrated cold stream that can reach

the downcomer vessel wall. The calculation of single-phase fluid stratification is

not a part of the methodology of RELAP. RELAP calculates averaged volume

temperatures and does not directly determine any gradients perpendicular to the

flow.

There exists a compilation of comparisons of RELAP, completed by the

NRC Code Assessment and Maintenance program (CAMP) members, up to 1995.
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The compilation is completed originally by R. L. Moore et al. of INEL, and

updated by the thermal hydraulic group of SCIENTECH inc. The documentation of

the comparisons was found in Volume 7 of the RELAP5/MOD3 manual,

NUREGICR-5535, 1998.

It is found that nearly all calculations utilize RELAP's main strength,

modeling 2-phase flow integral fluid systems. Ten out of ten of the general

phenomena, including hundreds of tests that are covered in this report included 2-

phase flow. Of these comparisons, the most interesting to PTS, is the comparison

titled "Assessment of RELAP5/MOD3/V5m5 Against Upper Plenum Test Facility

Test No. 6, Run 131, 132, 135, and 136 Downcomer Countercurrent Flow". A main

objective was to assess RELAP's ability to determine the emergency core cooling

water penetration into the downcomer, and the lower plenum refill during end of

blowdown. However the dominant phenomena during the tests was the mixing and

entrainment due to steam flow. The results of the test show that RELAP predictions

of emergency core coolant penetration into the downcomer are in good agreement

with the UPTF data. Similar agreement is found in many of the test cases that are

described in this report, for a very wide range of conditions.

2.5. STAR-CD

STAR-CD is a Computational Fluid Dynamic, CFD, code used for solving

thermal fluid systems. The program is based on the control volume approach of

solving the governing conservation equations of the fluid domain. The exact

method of this solution is similar to other codes of this type and is described in

detail in the next section. STAR-CD also incorporates the solution of extra

equations for determining the effects of turbulence. In the following section a short

summary of the methodology is presented for the options used in STAR-CD for
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these comparisons, STAR-CD contains options like combustion that are not

applicable to our study and are not described. The methodology covered here

follows portions of the STAR-CD methodology publication, version 3.10.

The mass and momentum conservation equations that are solved by STAR-

CD are put in a general form, for both incompressible and compressible fluids. The

equations are, in tensor notation:

Where:

frame

1o()o

gp +__(PÜj)=Sm
oxi

1 9 a,

(2-13)
8x

t time

x, Cartesian coordinate (i = 1, 2, 3)

Absolute fluid velocity component in direction x

u the relative velocity between fluid and local coordinate

p piezometric pressure

p density

stress tensor components

mass source

S1 momentum source components

(g)5 determinant of metric tensor

The conditions of the fluid flow in these calculations are turbulent flow. In

the turbulent domain, the dependant variables in the above equations assume their

ensemble-averaged values. This is equivalent to the time averaging when the fluid
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flow is steady state. The stress tensor for Newtonian fluids would become under

turbulent conditions:

= 2is, - puu (2-48)

The primed velocities are fluctuating quantities about the ensemble average

velocity and the over bar describes the ensemble averaging operation. The

additional stresses due to turbulent motion are described by the last term of the

above equation, this can just be considered as the turbulent stresses contribution.

Coupled with the conservation of mass and momentum, is the conservation of

enthalpy in the determination of temperatures, which is described by the general

form:

+Uf.(Jph) + Fh,I)

Where:

h static enthalpy equal to the sum of the thermal components for

each constituent of the flow

FhJ diffusion energy flux in direction x

energy source

thermal enthalpy

The heat transfer at solid fluid interfaces, such as the downcomer/core

barrel interface, is described by energy equations for both the fluid and solid. In

this situation the two equations are solved simultaneously, then energy

conservation is enforced at the interface. The energy equation solved for the solid

is:

9(pcT)8( i'
kI+Se (2-50)

ôx 8x1)



The fluid domain solved for the APEX-CE facility is considered as a single

species mixing process at different temperatures and densities. To determine the

density, and hence the buoyancy force source terms (s1:=g(p-p0)), an isobaric

variation with temperature model is applied.

p0

1+f3T(T-7)
(2-51)

Where:

Pa the reference density, initial cold leg density

- thermal expansion coefficient, calculated from the temperatures and

densities of the cold leg and HPSI

Next we consider how STAR-CD solves for the last term on the right hand

side of equation (2-6). As mentioned this is the contribution to the dependent

variables by turbulent motion, or random fluctuations, of the fluid. In order to

determine the turbulence fluxes and Reynolds stresses, STAR-CD solves one of

several mathematical model equations. The code has available five different

variants of the standard k-E linear model and two non-linear model options that the

user can use. Of these, the model employed in this study is the standard k-E, high

Reynolds number equations with algebraic 'law of the wall' functions for heat and

mass transfer at near wall regions.

Let us start from the transport equations for turbulence modeling and work

our way back to the abovementioned contribution. First, the governing equation

solved by STAR-CD for turbulent energy is:
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1---(1jpk) +
/eff

8xj
(2-52)

2( ôu/2,(P+P8)pE-- u,-pk

Where:

neff =

P = 2s8u1f8x1

= -(g1/o,,p)0pThx

The terms on the right hand side are from left to right, the turbulent

generation by shear and normal stresses, the viscous dissipation, and the

amplification or attenuation due to compressibility effects. The other important

quantity is the dissipation rate, which is governed by the transport equation (2-10):

lo([)ô(degp
+

puE

(2-53)

c[
21 du t9u.

8x )ôxj] k
- - /2, + pk ' + C3 C2p

k +

The right hand side terms are analogous to the description of the right hand side of

the turbulent energy equation. The user can specify the empirical constants in the

above equation, however for most configurations the default values are sufficient to

describe the system. The default values were retained during the calculations for

this comparison and are given in

Table 2-4.



C °h Gm C2 C3 K E

1.44 when
0.09 1.0 1.22 0.9 0.9 1.92 PB>0, 0.0 -0.33 0.42 9.0

otherwise

Table 2-3 Empirical constants used in k-epsilon turbulence model.

Once the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation are determined

they are related to the ensemble-averaged values in the original conservation

equations in an analogous fashion to the laminar counterparts with following

equations:

With

2( ÔUkpuu = 2t1s + (2-54)
3\\ ôXj

puh' = (2-55)
crh ôX

pum = (2-56)

m,t

fCPk
(2-57)

E

With a complete set of equations for describing the kinetics of fluids, it is

required that they be manipulated such that they can be used to solve specific

domains in a numerical sense. STAR-CD utilizes a computational mesh for which

the governing equations are solved numerically. This computational mesh is
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unstructured and non-orthogonal; to allow for complex geometries to be modeled,

and as such requires that the equations be discretized in a way that does not limit

this modeling strategy. The general conservation equation discretized by STAR-CD

is:

ld
+ diV(Piirct - Fgradçb) = (2-58)

The vector Ur is the relative velocity between the fluid and the local

coordinate velocity. To represent any one of the conservation equations one would

just substitute the dependent variable, velocity, energy or mass, for 4 and the

associated diffusion and source coefficients for and s respectively. Equation (2-

58) is then integrated over a general computational cell volume V with discrete

faces S1, and over a finite time increment dt.

f pqdV + f (pu,.çb ['gradçb) o dS f sdV (2-59)
j SI

The summation of the second term is over each of the discrete faces of the

arbitrary cell volume. Each of the terms are approximated as finite differences, the

first term of (2-59) would be:

(pV)1 - (pV)
(2-60)

5t

Where the superscript denotes the time steps 1 and 1+1, and the subscript

denotes at point P. The second term is handled by considering the convective and

diffusive portions separately. Both the convective and diffusive terms are assumed

to be equal to the cell face averaged values. The second term of (2-59) is:

(purco) _(['grado) (2-61)



Where the subscript in (2-61) denotes a cell face averaged value, then the

summation is over all of the discrete cell faces of the cell volume. A description of

the first summation in (2-6 1) is the convective contribution and the second

summation the diffusive contribution. The diffusive contribution can be described

further by defining geometry factors f for each of the cell to neighboring cell

communication by diffusion, then the second summation of (2-6 1) becomes:

D F.J{fI(PN qp) + { gradq oS fJgradq o dPN}] (2-62)

The diffusion is shown in (2-6 1) as a function of the concentrations of the

dependent variable at each of the cell-centered nodes, and gradients of the

dependent variables at the surfaces, with correction for 'view' factors (geometric

factors) between each the neighboring cells.

The source term on the right hand side of (2-59) represents the sources and

sinks of the transported property and any additional flux terms. If the source is

described by gradients, the term is defined analogous to equation (2-62), if the

values are not described by gradients, then the fluxes are evaluated using cell-

centered nodal quantities.

The first summation in (2-6 1) is written in a form easily understood, the

mass flux at a cell face multiplied by the value of the dependent value at that

position:

(PUrP os) (PÜr o S)1Ø1 (2-63)

Where the dependent variables cell face value is determined using the

upwind differencing scheme in our case. Hence the upstream cell centered node

value is used.

The final form of the finite volume equations are found by substituting the

appropriate approximations into equation (2-59). This final equation exists at every
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cell in the domain and the equation is solved in an iterative process for each time

step. The most compact form of the final discretized equations is:

Aq = A,çb + s1 + Bq (2-64)

Where Am represents convection and diffusion effects, B (pV)01ôt, and

the summation is over all neighboring nodes.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF APEX-CE

To assess the CFD code STAR-CD, data from 2 tests completed at the

APEX-CE experimental facility at Oregon State University was used. In particular,

two of the tests being completed for PTS studies were chosen. The two tests are

characteristic of PTS scenario type parameters, stagnant ioop flow and injection of

HPSI fluid. These tests have the importance of being completed in the above

facility that is similar in geometry to many operating PWR facilities in the United

States. The different parts of the facility are first described to show this similarity

and the instrumentation that is used. Next the tests objective, procedures, and

parameters are described.

APEX-CE is a reduced scale model, of the Combustion Engineering

Palisades Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS), integral test facility. The facility

is approximately 1:4 height, 1:276 volume, and 1:1 time scale, operating at a

reduced pressure and temperature (4OO psia and 42O°F). The facility is a 2x4

loop design that includes two inverted U-tube Steam Generators (SG), two Hot

Legs (HL), four Cold Legs (CL), a pressurizer (PZR), Break and ADS

Measurement System (BAMS), 4 Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP), and 4 High

Pressure Safety Injection lines (HPSI).

3.1. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

The facility's core heat is modeled with 48 electric heater rods that are 1

inch in diameter with 36 inches of heated length, and a maximum power output of

650 kW. The primary side coolant is introduced into the reactor through the cold
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legs, circulates from the downcomer into the core region and exits the reactor

through the hot legs. External to the reactor, the coolant observes the steam

generators and exchanges heat to the secondary side then circulates back to the

reactor by way of the cold legs. The pressurizer that is connected to hot leg number

2 maintains primary pressure of the coolant with the use of the pressurizer heaters

and an atmospheric dump valve. During tests in which it is required, HPSI coolant

is introduced into the primary side at the four injection locations, labeled HPSI 1

through 4 in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-1 shows the plan view of the APEX-CE facility.

Figure 3-1 APEX-CE Plan layout of reactor coolant system, from
NUREG/6431.

The interface between the primary side coolant and the secondary side is

maintained in the steam generators by 133 inverted U-tubes each, as shown in

Figure 3-2. The steam generators sit symmetrically 180 degree apart from each

other, located above the reactor vessel with the risers from the RCP's entering from

either side into one half of the lower plenum, and a hot leg exiting along the

centerline with the Rx from the second isolated half of the lower plenum. The



steam generator and RCP positions and elevations relative to the reactor vessel are

shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-2 Inverted U-tube bundle before installation, from NUREG/6431.
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Figure 3-3 Elevation view of APEX-CE facility, from NUREG/6431.

3.2. BREAK AND ADS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (BAMS)

During loss of coolant accidents, the two-phase volumetric flow from the

system is measured in the BAMS. The LOCA is initiated by opening a break spool

piece at the desired location. Break spool pieces are inserted into one of the cold



and one of the hot legs to allow simulation of hot or cold leg breaks on either a

horizontal or vertical direction, and a Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV) is

located on top of the PZR for simulation of stuck open PORV or ADS failure.

There is also PORVs located on the top of the SGs to simulate different blow down

scenarios of the secondary side. The break separators dry the steam and direct it

through vortex flow meters to measure the volumetric flow rate, and direct the

remaining liquid through magnetic flow meters to a storage tank. The liquid flow

rate is given by either the magnetic flow meters or by the time rate change in the

weight of the storage tank, which is mounted on load cells. An image of the BAMS

is given in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 BAMS image, from NUREG/6431.



3.3. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION

The properties of coolant through out the system are tracked by a total of

711 sensors, of which there are:

448 thermocouples,

41 pressure sensors,

126 differential pressure sensors,

5 power detectors,

38 heat flux meters,

17 vortex flow meters,

28 magnetic flow meters,

4 conductivity flow meters,

4 load cells/weight measurement.

All of the above instruments are calibrated to National Institute of Standard

and Technology (NIST) standards before each test series. The measurements from

each of the instruments are logged by a data acquisition system consisting of 3

Fluke Helios racks, using all necessary connecters, amplifiers, signal conditioners,

and A to D converters, etc. The DAS system scans the sensors at two different

levels, a burst mode where the channels are logged every second and a normal

operation mode where the channels are logged approximately every 8 seconds. The

burst mode data is only logged for half an hour, where the normal operation data

can be logged for the duration of the test, several hours. After the test is completed

the data is downloaded from the Helios racks onto 3 DEC 486 personal computers

where the Labview software package is used to convert the measured signals of the

sensors into engineering units. The data is then packaged onto a Compact Disk

(CD) for permanent storage.

Of particular interest to PTS are the temperatures observed in the

downcomer during the transient of the test. The APEX-CE facility was specifically



equipped to record such data with "Christmas Tree" configurations of

thermocouples under each of the cold legs. This allows the measurement of the

temperature of the coolant that comes in contact with the vessel wall during HPSL

The configuration of the thermocouples is most easily viewed by unwrapping the

downcomer map, as shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5 Unwrapped downcomer thermocouple map.
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3.4. SEPARATE EFFECT TESTS DESCRIPTION

Two stagnant loop mixing tests that were completed as part of the test

matrix for APEX-CE where chosen for comparison. The two tests are, OSU-CE-

0005 and OSU-CE-0006. The objective of the tests were to determine the extent of

cold leg stratification and track the temperature transient at several locations in the

downcomer for the duration of the tests.

In order to simulate the injection of HPSI with stagnant loop conditions

without inducing stagnating effects, like voiding the U-tubes etc., the system is

brought to a steady state condition without natural circulation driving head.

Bringing the plant up to operating conditions, then tripping the RCP's and core

heater elements accomplish this. The flow in the cold legs is allowed to stagnate

and the HPSI is actuated, while the pressure, and the liquid as a single phase, is

maintained by the PZR. The test is terminated at the discretion of the test

coordinator when the mixed mean temperature reaches approximately 100°F, from

an initial temperature of approximately 420 °F.The two tests are similar in that there

is not ioop flow present and that all four HPSI lines were in operation, and differ in

the flow rate of the HPSI coolant and Froude number. The parameters important to

plume development and fluid mixing are given in

Table 3-1.

Test Number HPSI Froude
Number

ApIp HPSI Flow Rate
Ft3/sec

OSU-CE-0005 0.035 0.18 0.002882

OSU-CE-0006 0.019 0.18 0.001652

Table 3-1 Parametric test parameters.
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4. COMPUTER MODELS OF APEX-CE

Each of the three codes that are compared to data, require different amounts

of work in preparing for calculation. REMIX is a very simple code that uses a small

input deck as the facility and fluid system description. It contains no more than the

volumes and material properties of the cold leg portion and downcomer along with

fluid temperatures and injection rate of the HPSI. RELAP on the other hand is a

much more complicated program that requires intensive user input in setting up the

computer model. The author developed the input deck and computer model for the

REMIX and STAR-CD calculations. Dr. Abd Lafi generously contributed the input

deck and calculation for RELAP. This allowed a direct comparison of the

temperatures determined by all three codes, a show of how well the different types

of methodologies work. The remainder of this section is thus made up of describing

the majority of the work required by the author in setting up the computer

calculations, the development of the STAR-CD model.

4.1. STAR-CD MODELING GEOMETRY ASSUMPTIONS

A couple of assumptions were made when the STAR-CD model was being created.

The first assumption being that small differences in volume are negligible. These

most often arise because the geometry of the facility and computational model are

not exactly the same. An example is in the modeling of the cold legs. Here the

actual pipe is very close to circular, however in the computer model, an arc is

created by connecting a finite number of straight lines. The mismatch in volume is

calculated for different sections of the domain, and the total difference between the
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computer model and the actual facility is less then 3.5%. The differences are given

in Table 4-1.

Location STAR-CD APEX-CE Difference
Cold Leg (ft3) 0.50 0.59 0.09
Downcomer (ft3) 8.03 7.77 0.26
Lower Plenum (ft3) 2.78 2.75 0.03

Total (ft3) 11.31 11.11 0.38

Table 4-1 Volume difference between STAR-CD and APEX-CE.

It is assumed that the bends in the ioop seal do not strongly affect the

mixing and stratification. That is, that the radius of the bends in the loop seal need

not be maintained exactly, due to skewness that is introduced into the cell mesh

when the cold legs and ioop seal where being constructed. Particularly, the method

used to construct the ioop seal was to trace a path with a spline, and to create a

radial mesh that is then extruded along the spline to create a pipe. The locations and

directions of its bends define the spline, and the bends are connected with a smooth

curve. If the bend is too tight, it is possible to distort the mesh in a negative fashion.

To prevent this, the volumes were maintained with small changes made to the

shape of the loop seal. An example is seen by comparing Figure 4-1, the actual

shape of the ioop seal, with Figure 4-2, the shape used in STAR-CD. Here the right

hand bend is not maintained.
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Figure 4-1 APEX-CE cold leg and loop seal bends.

Figure 4-2 STAR-CD cold leg and loop seal bends.
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4.2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The computational model used was created in PROSTAR, a graphical

interface for model pre and post processing in STAR-CD. The model used for these

calculations is based on a model created by Dan Wachs of Argonne National

Laboratory. The author completed the extension of the original model to match the

APEX-CE facility more accurately. Similar to the original model creation, all

modifications were done in PROSTAR. Meshing utilities are also available for

importing surface data from popular CAD programs, if the model or model

modifications were created external to STAR-CD.

In the development, a modular approach was used where each of the

sections were created as separate geometries and then merged together with either

coupling or vertex merge operations to insure continuity of the fluid path and heat

transfer with solid structures. This method uses defined local coordinate systems in

which each section can be most easily constructed. This approach is useful because

local construction planes left over from development simplifies the boundary

condition definitions; velocity is easily defined by the local coordinate system

rather than calculating components for the global system. The same method was

used during the modification of the original model for these comparisons. The

modifications completed by the author are:

Separation of the cold leg from the loop seal, to allow regional refinement.

Removal of lower plenum cell structure because of outlet effects diverging

solution.

Correction of downcomer width from 3.0 inches to 2.5 inches.

Second half of downcomer created and merged with original half.

Full core barrel created and coupled to the downcomer, to allow heat transfer

to be calculated.
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Full core region cell structure created and coupled to core barrel, to allow

heat storage of core and transfer to downcomer to be calculated.

HPSI line length increased to eliminate inlet boundary from participating in

stratification of fluid.

Refinements of cell mesh in the following regions:

Cold leg refined in x, y, and z coordinates by factors of 2, 2, and 2.

HPSI line refined in x, y, and z coordinates by factors of 4, 4, and 4.

Cold leg/HPSI intersection refined x, y, and z coordinates by factors

of 4,4, and 4.

Cold leg nozzle refined x, y, and z coordinates by factors of 2, 2, and

2.

Downcomer refined x, y, and z coordinates by factors of 2, 2, and 2.

Old boundaries deleted and new boundary locations defined at outlet

from core and extensions to HPSI line faces.

The complete modified model consists of the reactor vessel, core barrel, and

two cold legs with HPSI junctions, and two loop seal regions as shown in Figure

4-3. For comparison, the original model is given in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-3 Modified model of APEX-CE.

Figure 4-4 Original model of APEX-CE facility.
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The boundaries defining the fluid domain consist of 4 inlets, an outlet, and

solid fluid interfaces. The inlet conditions in the model are specified as velocity

vectors at each of the exposed cell faces using local coordinate systems, of the

HPSI injector lines and loop seal inlets. The outlet condition of the system is

defined by mass conservation at the cell faces exposed at the top of the core region.

This is a simplification to the system, in that the outlet in the test facility is actually

through the hot legs. However this outlet is downstream of the flow path in the DC

and does not have significant effects on the downcomer temperatures that we are

comparing. The third boundary type is between the solid cells of the core barrel

with the core and downcomer fluid cells, and solid cells of the vessel wall to

downcomer. The consideration of the core barrel in the model accounts for any heat

transfer between the core region and downcomer. At the external surfaces of the

vessel and cold legs, the conditions are assumed to be adiabatic to model the

insulation on the APEX-CE facility where heat transfer to the environment is

neglected. The final cell mesh in the downcomer and the core region, along with

the solid structures of the core barrel and vessel wall are shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5 Computational mesh in DC and core region.

4.3. SOLUTION METHOD

The method of decomposing the derived governing equations into a form

accessible to numerical solution is discussed in this section. There are eight

different schemes of spatial discretization available within STAR-CD: Upwind

Differencing (UD), Self Filtering Center Differencing (SFCD), Center Differencing

(CD), Linear Upwind Differencing (LUD), Gamma, Quadratic Upstream

Interpolation of Convective Kinematics (QUICK), and Monotone Advection and

Reconstruction Scheme (MARS), and 2 different schemes for time discretization:

Crank-Nicholson and fully implicit. The methods chosen are dependent on the

system being solved so as to yield the most appropriate approach to solving the

fluid domain.



The eight different spatial and two temporal discretization schemes

available each have there own benefits and drawbacks with respect to accuracy,

ease of computation, stability, and numerical diffusive properties. Since the

discretization is what determines the numerical form of the convective, diffusive,

and time terms in the governing equations and can determine the overall stability

and accuracy of the problem, it must be given careful consideration. Only one

lower order (first order accurate) scheme is available, UD, and all the rest are

second order accurate. It is even available to the user, to neglect the diffusive term

of the spatial coordinate if it is determined that convection dominates the problem

and there exist convergence problems.

The correct way of determining the discretization scheme appropriate for

the problem is to classify the governing equations and use a technique that is

known to exhibit the same properties as the class of equations that the governing

equation is determined to belong. There exist different methods in the literature,

Anderson (1995), of completing this classification. Anderson (1995) uses either

Cramer's rule or the Eigenvalue method for determining the classification of a

partial differential equation. Both methods are similar in that they determine the

number of real or imaginary characteristic paths of information travel for the

equations. In short they look for domains, in space or time, from which the

dependent parameters at any point are influenced by or which they influence.

Classification of the governing Navier-Stokes equations is well known and is not

repeated by the author. However the class that the Navier-Stokes equations belong

is of the mixed type. This means that they behave differently depending on the flow

in which they are being solved. The classification is then important only for the

exact flow that is being addressed. These are usually simplified forms of the full

Navier-Stokes equations, like for invisid fluids, non-rotational flow etc. In the case

of the single-phase incompressible flows of APEX-CE, the classification of the

interior flow is elliptic, Anderson (1995).
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4.3.1. Spatial Discretization

The scheme used for the APEX-CE calculations is a lower order upwind

differencing. This scheme has the advantages of being computationally inexpensive

and producing physically accurate quantities, Tannehill et al. (1997). This is in

contrast to higher order schemes that produce on occasion negative densities and

turbulent energies, which are not physical. An example of this is when the problem

was run using second-order accurate schemes for a test case and the solution

diverged. However the upwind differencing method is only first order accurate by

truncation error analysis, Anderson (1995). An attempt to determine the reason for

divergence of the higher order schemes was not completed. After the first

comparison, the agreement with data did not infer that modification to the model

was required for accuracy.

It is good practice to determine whether or not the solution of the model has

any dependance on the grid size. This was completed by the auther by running the

model at an intermediate grid refinement step (at the HPSI injection to CL region)

and then after all grid refinement was completed, then the solutions where

compared by eye. It was determined that the solution at the two steps did not vary

from each other in any large degree.

4.3.2. Time Discretization

STAR-CD offers two methods of time discretization that the user can

choose from, fully implicit and Crank-Nicholson. Both of these options are suitable

for solving the elliptic problem. It is recommended by the Users Guide version 3.15

of STAR-CD that the fully implicit scheme be chosen as default. As such the time
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discretization method used for these calculations was the fully implicit method. In

this method of temporal discretization, the spatially located flux values are all

determined at the new time step. This allows for unconditional stability during the

solution of the system, which would permit large time steps to be used during a

transient analysis. However the equations solved by STAR-CD are not completely

independent and instabilities can occur with the choice of excessively large values.

Also temporal accuracy will degrade with increasing time step size.

The Courant number is a measure of the ratio of the selected time step and

the sum of the convective and diffusive time scales, which is derived from a Von

Neumann stability analysis of the governing equations, Anderson (1995). In

general this should be enforced to a value of less then unity when calculated on a

per cell bases. However the way that STAR-CD calculates this number and reports

it to the user, in the '.info' file, allows for values less than 100 to be computed

during a calculation without degradation of accuracy. During the calculations for

APEX-CE this was the limiting factor used, which was maintained less than 20.

Following the progression of the calculation in the casename.info file, and

adjusting the time step accordingly, for these calculations it was 0.1 seconds

accomplished this.

4.3.3. Problem Setup and Running

It is required that the domain be initialized and any boundary conditions

specified in order to set up the problem for solution. The boundary conditions were

specified for the problem at only three locations, the inlet of the HPSI, the outlet

from the core, and at the remaining solid/fluid interfaces. The HPSI coolant was

specified as having a constant fluid temperature and volumetric flow rate for the

duration of the test and was injected into a stagnant primary system with a



homogeneous fluid temperature. As mentioned previously, all heat transfer to the

environment was neglected, so that energy is only exchanged with the system from

the inlets of the HPSI and the outlet from the core. This is manifested in the

adiabatic boundary conditions for all exterior solid/fluid interfaces.

The most important phenomemon in PTS is the mixing of the colder HPSI

fluid with the primary coolant. The mixing will be strongly influenced by any

turbulence effects, if present. The overall flow of this system is definitely laminar,

however there is the possibility of local turbulence where the mixing is occuring.

So to not neglect these effects, turbulence is modeled during the solution of this

system.

The solution of the problem was completed in parallel on 4 SUN Fire 240R

servers. Each machine has dual SUN Spark III 750 MHz 64 bit processors and I

Gigabit of RAM. Preparation of the model for parallel processing takes place in

PROSTAR and in the parallel processing utility PROHPC. The model consists of

768,784 cells and 2,038,300 vertices that construct the fluid domain to be solved.

First it is specified in PROSTAR that 8 processors will be used and a geometry file

is written that contains the locations of each of the cells. Then a problem file is

written that describes the run time controls, such as total number of iterations,

discretization methods, boundary conditions, and any additional options. At this

point PROSTAR is closed and the parallel processing utility is started. Inside this

utility the cells and vertices are separated into 8 approximately equal size sub-

models, one for each processor, using the optimized Metis option in PROHPC. Any

architecture specific information is specified at this time. This would include the

machine type, the message-passing interface, and memory allocation procedure.

The problem was run for approximately 1000 seconds with a constant time step of

0.1 seconds for both of the calculations, requiring approximately 15 days of human

time.



5. COMPARISONS OF CALCULATIONS WITH DATA

5.1. HOW COMPARISONS ARE TO BE MADE

The assessment of the ability of the different codes in calculating the

thermal fluid mixing of a PWR geometry during PTS conditions is accomplished

by comparing the calculated temperatures in the cold leg, where available, and

downcomer with data collected from APEX-CE. The calculation of the degree of

stratification in the cold leg is assessed against the measured temperature gradient,

and the downcomer cool down rate is assessed using near vessel wall temperature

transients.

The cold leg temperature gradient of APEX-CE is measured with a

thermocouple rake placed inside the cold leg nozzle as shown in Figure 5-1. The

STAR-CD counterpart cell locations are shown in Figure 5-2, where the heights of

the cells in the computational model are matched to those shown in Figure 5-1 for

the heights of the temperature measurements. As previously mentioned, REMIX

and RELAP do not calculate the cold leg gradient and are therefore not compared.
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Figure 5-1 Thermocouple locations in the cold leg.

Figure 5-2 Cell locations for stratification temperature calculations in STAR-
CD.



The downcomer locations for the comparisons are along the centerline

directly below the cold leg downcomer junction, at 1.3, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 cold leg

diameters below the cold leg downcomer junction as shown in Figure 3-5.

Counterpart cells in the downcomer of the STAR-CD computer model are chosen

in a similar fashion to the selection of the cold leg cells in Figure5-2. The location

of the REMIX and RELAP calculations are specified as exactly the same as APEX-

CE.

5.2. COMPARISONS

The comparisons are shown in the order of increasing distance from the

cold leg into the downcomer with the thermocouple and it's counterpart computer

model calculated temperature plotted on the same graph for test OSU-CE-0005 and

OSU-CE-0006. Only test number OSU-CE-0005 includes RELAP calculations.

Then the comparison of the temperature gradients in the cold legs is presented, for

test OSU-CE-0005 then OSU-CE-0006.
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Figure 5-3 OSU-CE-0005 DC temperature at 1.3 dia. location.
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Figure 5-4 OSU-CE-0005 DC temperature at 2.0 dia. location.
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Figure 5-6 OSU-CE-0005 DC temperature at 8.0 dia. location.
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Figure 5-7 OSU-CE-0006 DC temperature at 1.3 dia. location.
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Figure 5-8 OSU-CE-0006 DC temperature at 2.0 dia. location.
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Figure 5-9 OSU-CE-0006 DC temperature at 3.0 dia. location.
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Figure 5-10 OSU-CE-0006 DC temperature at 4.0 dia. location.
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Figure 5-11 OSU-CE-0006 DC temperature at 8.0 dia. location.
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Figure 5-12 OSU-CE-0005 Cold Leg temperature comparison.
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6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The temperature plots in chapter 5 allow interpretation of the three codes

abilities to calculate the thermal/fluid mixing in the APEX-CE facility, by

comparing the downcomer temperatures. In this chapter, the author interprets the

comparisons. It is hoped that dividing up this chapter into sections for each of the

codes helps the flow of this interpretation. First the agreement between STAR-CD

and the data is interpreted, then REMIX and lastly RELAP. It is noted that the

calculated period for REMIX and RELAP are much longer than STAR-CD. This is

due to the computational expense of the CFD code being much greater than the

simpler codes. The comparisons are described respective to all the transient that is

covered by each code. The tabulated values of sample temperatures and percent

differences are given only for the portion of the transient in which all three codes

have calculations. These tabulated values are used to help facilitate the

interpretation by giving a cross comparison between the codes. This is

accomplished by taking temperatures at three sample times for each DC location

and comparing them.

6.1. STAR-CD COMPARISONS WITH DATA

The plots of the DC temperature comparisons for test OSU-CE-0005 are

shown in Figure 5-3 to Figure 5-6. The qualitative forms of calculation agree very

well with the data at every location in the downcomer. It is seen in the downcomer

figures that variation of temperature differences between calculation and data

occurs intermittently. These variations are prominent only for short durations at the
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1.3 and 2.0 diameter locations. They are attributed to STAR-CD calculating a

stronger plume presence in the downcomer than is seen in the data. Both data and

calculation show some degree of variation, indicative of plume dynamics. These

fluctuations represent some degree of conservatism in the calculations. The plots of

the data and calculation show that STAR-CD consistantly over-predicts the

temperatures. If an error in the methodology existed that could compound on itself,

the calculations would show a divergence rather then this consitancy.The sample

values in Table 6-1 show the percent difference between the calculated and actual

temperature difference at the locations in the downcomer to the initial cold stream

temperature, HPSI temperature. These comparisons are important because they

show how well the computer codes calculate the change in temperature of the cold

stream. Quantitatively the difference between calculation and data is less than

13.8% for the entire comparison.

Comparison 200 Seconds 600 Seconds 900 Seconds
Position APEX-CE STAR-CD % Duff APEX-CE STAR-CD

I % Duff APEX-CE STAR-CD % Duff
1.3 D 179.6 165.7 7.7 150.1 152.5 I 1.6 124.7 130.7 4.7
2.0 D 172.0 165.7 3.6 141.4 153.6

I
8.6 116.0 124.6 7.4

4.0 D 178.4 165.8 7.1 142.9 152.f 6.4 117.1 130.5 11.5
8.0 D 189.9 163.7 13.8 149.4 151.8 I 1.6 124.7 128.7 3.2

Table 6-1 OSU-CE-0005 DC cold stream temperature change comparisons for
STAR-CD.

Stratification within the cold leg is measured by the gradient of the

temperature. The comparison of calculation and data for the temperature gradient of

test OSU-CE-0005 is given in Figure 5-12. Both the calculation and data show the

existence of stratification. The overall degree of stratification, given by the

maximum temperature difference across the pipe, is in very good agreement up to
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approximately 250 seconds into the test. From approximately 250 until 450 seconds

the calculation under predicts the temperature at the uppermost location in the cold

leg. In other words, the hot stream along the top of the cold leg is calculated as

having less than actual amounts of mixing. This promotes a strong plume existence

in the downcomer, as is seen in the data. From 450 seconds through the end of the

test, the overall degree of stratification is again in very good agreement.

The behavior of the interface separating the coldest and hottest fluids is

important to understand. The largest gradient between adjacent temperature

locations is indicative of the approximate location of the interface. This can be seen

in the data plot of Figure 5-12, during the first 450 seconds, the interface is located

between the second lowest and second highest measurements. In other words, the

upper two measurements are within a similar temperature fluid, where the bottom

two are located in a region where the fluid has a temperature gradient. The lower

fluid experiences mixing as it traverses the cold leg. In contrast to data, the

calculation shows a more continuous gradient across the cold leg, indicative of a

the code calculating a less stable interface. It is interesting to note that in the data

the interface breaks down at approximately 450 seconds. After which the data

matches the calculation very well. The deterioration of the interface is described in

Figure 5-12 as large fluctuations in temperature. These fluctuations are the greater

temperature hot stream along the top of the cold leg and the lower temperature cold

stream along the bottom of the cold leg intermingling. Each intermittingly posses

the region around the thermocouple which causes the reading to fluctuate.

However, an interface between the cold and hot streams must exist to some degree

in order for a counter cunent flow to be present. Otherwise the fluid that feeds the

mixing at the HPSI location and within the cold leg would not be available. It is

that the interface does not break down completely. Rather the interface just

thickens as it experiences increased mixing. This is the evolution, it is initially a



thin practically non-participating separation between the cold and hot streams, and

then the interlace destabilizes as mixing starts to occur within it.

The plots of the DC temperature comparisons for test OSU-CE-0006 are

shown in Figure 5-7 through Figure 5-11. The calculation trends agree very well

with the data at every location in the downcomer. There is little variance in percent

difference at any of the locations. Inspecting Table 6-2 shows that there is indeed

no increase of temperature difference between the calculation and data. As was

observed in test OSU-CE-0005, the calculation does not diverge from data. The

maximum percent difference for the change in cold stream temperature at the

downcomer locations, of the sample times, for the test duration is 5.3% at the 1.3

diameter location at 200 seconds into the test.

Comparison 200 Seconds 600 Seconds 900 Seconds
Position APEX-CE STAR-CD % Duff APEX-CE STAR-CD % Duff APEX-CE STAR-CD! % Duff

1.3 D 179.3 188.8 5.3 160.8 168.5 4.8 150.6 154.7 2.7
2.0 D 183.2 182.7 0.3 162.2 168.5 3.9 150.0 152.9 1.9
3.0 D 182.3 187.3 2.7 159.9 168.3 5.3 149.6 154.0 2.9
4.0 D 181.5 187.8 3.4 160.0 168.0 5.0 150.2 154.3 2.8
8.0 D 185.4 188.1 1.5 163.9 167.8 2.4 151.1 153.4 1.5

Table 6-2 OSU-CE-0006 DC cold stream temperature change comparisons for
STAR-CD.

Stratification within the cold leg for test OSU-CE-0006 is very similar to

test OSU-CE-0005. Comparing Figure 5-12 with Figure 5-13, shows that the

similarities. Both situations begin with an intact upper hot stream, which then

decays as the interface thickens. The calculation for test OSU-CE-0006 shows the

same overall temperature gradient as the data up to approximately 280 seconds into

the test. The data shows that the interface is between the lowest and second lowest

temperature locations, as this is the largest spatial temperature gradient. This
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interface immediately begins to break down. This is described by the large

temperature fluctuations as was seen for test OSU-CE-0005. The interface is

located in the region between the upper two and lower two locations for the

duration of the comparison. The greatest difference from the data is also at this

location, indicating the location of the calculated interface as being most difficult to

resolve for STAR-CD. Between approximately 280 and 800 seconds, the

calculation under predicts the upper most temperature, however the interface

thickens enough by 800 seconds to include the upper thermocouple, and the overall

degree of stratification is again in good agreement.

6.2. REMIX COMPARISONS WITH DATA

Comparison of REMIX calculations with data, for test OSU-CE-0005, is

shown in Figure 5-3 through Figure 5-6. The sample temperature values and their

respective percent difference with data are given in Table 6-3. The agreement with

data is initially very good for all downcomer locations. All percent differences are

less than 8.2% at the beginning of the comparison. It is apparent in every figure that

the accuracy of the calculation degrades as the test proceeds. The manner of this

inaccuracy is an under-prediction of the temperature. The REMIX calculations

diverge from the data as the test proceeds. This is easily seen in the figures and is

described in Table 6-3 by an increase in the percent difference from a maximum of

8.2% to 25.9%. The greatest value in Table 6-3 is at 900 seconds into the transient

that corresponds to the figures. It is most apparent in the 1.3 diameter location plot,

Figure 5-7, with an upward bending of the curve. At this approximate 900-second

time, the divergence stops and the calculation begin to converge with the data. This

is expected due to the fact that both data and calculation must approach the same

minimum temperature of the HPSI, limiting the time of divergence. As shown in



Table 6-3 all locations experience a divergence from the data, described by the

increase in the percent difference.

The REMIX temperature calculations are smoothly varying with time, due

to the method by which REMIX calculates the DC temperatures. All temperatures

are calculated with respect to the 2-diameter location in the DC. No variation in the

reference temperature results in no variation in any other location. Since the

reference temperature is determined from the well-mixed temperature of the

system, there is no consideration given to plume dynamics. This is shown best at

2.0 diameters in Figure 5-4. Here the fluctuations are most visible in the data from

the most prevalent existence of a cold falling plume, REMIX however does not

calculate this. This is the most contrasting comparison for this code with data. The

code does bounds the data's minimum temperatures, giving a worse case scenario

LCornparison 200 Seconds 600 Seconds 900 Seconds
Position APEX-CE REMIX % Duff APEX-CE REMIX % Duff APEX-CE REMIX % Duff

1.3 D 179.6 164.9 8.2 150.1 114.4 23.8 124.7 87.9 29.5
2.0 D 172.0 174.6 1.5 141.4 123.7 12.5 116.0 96.8 16.6
4.0 D 178.4 177.3 0.6 142.9 126.3 11.6 117.1 99.3 15.2
8.0 D 189.9 180.5 5.0 149.4 129.6 13.2 124.7 102.5 17.8

Table 6-3 OSU-CE-0005 DC cold stream temperature change comparisons for
REMIX.

Comparison of REMIX calculations with data, for test OSU-CE-0006, is

shown in Figure 5-7 through Figure 5-11. The sample temperature values and their

respective percent difference with data are given in Table 6-4. REMIX under-

predicts the temperatures at all locations for all time steps, similar to the

comparisons for test OSU-CE-0005. The initial maximum percent difference in

Table 6-4 is again at the 1.3 diameter location. In this test the values are more
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symmetric from the upper to lower downcomer locations. At the end of the

comparison of test OSU-CE-0005, the error was concentrated at the 1.3 diameter

location, with 3.2% greater error than the next worse location. From Table 6-4 it is

apparent that this contrast between locations is not present.

Comparison 200 Seconds 600 Seconds 900 Seconds
Position APEX-CE REM IX 0,ç5jff APEX-CE REM IX % Duff APEX-CE REM IX %Dfff

1.30 179.3 170.5 4.9 160.8 142.2 11.6 150.6 124.9 17.0
2.00 183.2 176.2 3.8 162.2 147.5 9.1 150.0 129.9 13.4
3.00 182.3 176.7 3.1 159.9 147.9 7.5 149.6 130.3 12.9
4.0 D 181.5 177.2 2.4 160.0 148.3 7.3 150.2 130.6 13.0
8.00 185.4 178.5 3.7 163.9 149.3 8.9 151.1 131.5 13.0

Table 6-4 OSU-CE-0006 DC temperature comparisons for REMIX.

6.3. RELAP COMPARISONS WITH DATA

Comparison of RELAP calculations with data, for test OSU-CE-0005, is

shown in Figure 5-3 through Figure 5-6. The sample temperature values and their

respective percent difference with data are given in Table 6-5. Agreement with data

is very good for the initial 800 seconds of transient at all locations. RELAP under-

predicts the 1.3 and 8.0 diameter downcomer location temperatures, as shown in

Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-6. The under-prediction is from -210 to -800 seconds, at

the 1.3 diameter location, and from -90 until -700 seconds at the 8.0 diameter

location. The first two sample values in Table 6-5 are at 200 and 600 seconds, so

they miss this under-prediction. However it is small and does not exceed 2.0%

difference between these times. The reason for pointing out this initial under-

prediction is that afterward, the calculations diverge from the data for the rest of the

test with over-prediction of the temperatures. The 2.0 and 4.0 diameter locations



agree very well with the data up to -500 seconds then also diverge from there on

with over-predictions of the temperatures. The percent difference is a maximum at

-4000 seconds with a value of 6.1% in both the 2.0 and 4.0 diameter locations. The

beginning of this divergence of at the 2.0 and 4.0 diameter locations are shown in

Table 6-5, by the increase in the percent difference values. In contrast with the

other two codes, this is a non-conservative calculation.

Similar to REMIX, RELAP calculations are smoothly varying with time.

RELAP solves the governing equations of a discretized fluid domain. However the

dominating characteristics are that RELAP is a 1-dimensional code and the

discretization is coarse. As described in chapter 5, the control volumes for which

RELAP solves the governing equations are customarily much larger than the

resolution required to capture stratification in the cold legs. Even if the resolution

was refined to this level, not one example of this is seen in the literature, the

equations are 1-dimensional and the buoyancy effects within each of the control

volumes is not considered such that cross flow between volumes is not allowed.

This is also true in the downcomer, where cross-stream gradients and transfer are

neglected in the governing equation solution. In effect RELAP does not directly

consider the development of cold leg stratification and plume dynamics in the

downcomer.

Comparison 200 Seconds 600 Seconds 900 Seconds
Posi8on APEX-CE RELAP % Duff APEX-CE RELAP % Duff APEX-CE RELAP % Duff

1.30 179.6 181.0 0.8 150.1 143.1 4.7 124.7 125.1 0.3
2.00 172.0 181.5 5.5 141.4 144.7 2.3 116.0 128.4 10.7
4.00 178.4 182.7 2.4 142.9 145.4 1.7 117.1 128.6 9.8
8.0 D 189.9 183.3 3.5 149.4 145.8 2.4 124.7 129.4 3.7

Table 6-5 OSU-CE-0005 DC temperature comparisons for RELAP.



6.4. ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF STAR-CD

In addition to the direct comparison of the calculated temperatures with

data, are results that were described in section 1.1 as being advantages of using

CFD methods. The advantages included the important ability for overall description

of the fluid domain through visua]ization. This allows the user to identify

phenomenon that could be missed in the test facility data, or in the results of other

numerical methods that use coarse resolution. Examples of visualization important

to understanding PTS phenomenon are given.

One example of visualization is of the temperature gradient that forms in

the HPSI line during operation due to backflow of cold leg fluid. The visualization

in Figure 6-1 is the imaging of the cell temperatures at the HPS I/Cold Leg junction.

This image uses grey level intensity to depict the relative cell temperatures for test

OSU-CE-0005. The grey level is darkest for the greatest fluid temperature and

lightest for the lowest fluid temperature. It is interesting to note that the same

degree of stratification is seen in visualization studies using transparent piping to

model the APEX-CE HPSI into the cold leg, Antoine et al. (2002).

Figure 6-1 STAR-CD HPSI Line temperature stratification.
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Another very insightful visualization is that of the cold plume behavior in

the downcomer. Recall that REMIX assumes that the coldest location in the

downcomer is along the plume centerline directly below the cold leg. This is a very

good representation of the data from which the code was based. However this data

was of test facilities with only a single cold leg injection into the downcomer,

hence no multiple plume interactions can be studied from this data. Early in the

transient of HPSI injection the plume geometry is symmetric and straight, as shown

in Figure 6-2. This figure is of STAR-CD calculations for test OSU-CE-0005 of the

downcomer temperatures at 50 seconds after HPSI is initiated.

Figure 6-2 STAR-CD Symmetric plume image.
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It is apparent from Figure 5-3 through Figure 5-6 that during the beginning

of the transients is where RELAP and REMIX are most accurately calculating

temperatures. This might be an effect that plume interaction influence on mixing

becomes more important as the test proceeds. If the same location is imaged with

STAR-CD at a later time, the plumes begin to influence each other. As shown in

Figure 6-3, STAR-CD calculates that the plumes merge intermittently during the

test. This is observed in the calculations only through visualization, exemplifying

the advantages visualization has.

Figure 6-3 STAR-CD Merged plume image.
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If thermocouple measurement locations were analyzed individually, as is

done most often with test facility data, the interaction between plumes would be

very difficult to notice, if at all. However, once it is being specifically looked for,

there is evidence in support of the type of plume behavior calculated by STAR-CD.

To show this a geometric map of the downcomer temperatures in APEX-CE was

created for the same test by Kent Able of the OSU Nuclear Engineering

department. Again relative grey level is used to depict the temperatures at each

measured location. The temperature map of test OSU-CE-0005 shown in Figure

6-4 depicts similar plume merger as STAR-CD calculations.
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Figure 6-4 Temperature map of APEX-CE downcomer.
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The correct dynamics of the cold and hot streams in the cold leg are

important in accurately determining the mixing processes. Figure 6-5 is a

visualization of the cross-section velocity vectors of the fluid with in the cold leg.

In Figure 6-5 this cross-section image shows the cold stream along the lower

portion of the image traveling in a right to left direction, and the hot stream flowing

counter to the cold stream in a left to right direction. At the interface between these

streams exists a mixing region that is at most two cells thick. The interface region

is where the velocities are their lowest as they change direction or obtain an amount

of vertical movement. This image is really interesting because it allows an

observation of the mixing processes taking place in the cold leg.

Figure 6-5 Cross-section image of fluid velocity in the cold leg.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A literature review was completed and descriptions of the methodology of a CFD,

an engineering, and a system-type computer code are given in detail. A computer

model of the APEX-CE facility was developed in STAR-CD and REMIX.

Calculations for two PTS tests were carried out, and comparisons with data were

made. Interpretations of the comparisons are given for each of the codes. Support

for the benefits of CFD codes is given.

All three codes proved able to calculate the general trend of the downcomer

temperatures during HPSI operation. However, both RELAP and REMIX

calculated temperatures that diverged with the data. The REMIX calculation only

diverged for a portion of the comparison because its error was an under-prediction.

This forced the curve to correct itself to approach the minimum temperature. The

most accurate calculations were determined with STAR-CD, which was also the

only calculation that did not diverge from the solution.

Comparison of the STAR-CD calculations of the cold leg show that the

overall temperature gradient is in very good agreement. Differences are present due

to the code not calculating a stable interface, see Figure 6-5. When the interface

between the cold and hot streams participates in the mixing the code and data are

again in agreement. This is reasonable because the finite cell mesh in the CFD

model does not allow a completely stable interface to exist, which shows up as

smearing of the temperature gradient. So as the actual phenomena approaches this,

the comparison is very accurate. The gradient itself is in very good agreement at the

lower most locations for the majority of the test. The middle temperature locations

are where most of the distinction between the data and calculation occurs. This is

reasoned, as above, as the effect of temperature smearing.
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A summary of the differences that exist between the three code's

methodologies is given in Table 7-1. Inspecting the table leads to the conclusion

that the most generic approach is the CFD code. A very important column of this

table is the computational expense. The values for both REMIX and RELAP are

given as negligible and STAR-CD as requiring 0.02 days of computer time to

determine 1 second of calculations (Using 8 SUN Spark 750 Mhz Processors). This

makes the CFD approach the most expensive, an important factor to consider when

choosing the appropriate method.

Navier-ctnkec Fariatianc
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CODE
5 Models
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Table 7-1 Important aspects of STAR-CD, REMIX, and RELAP.

It is found that the use of the off-the-shelf CFD code STAR-CD is

appropriate for analyzing PTS scenarios in PWR style geometries. The codes that

are currently in use give the most economical solutions. The run times for the

STAR-CD calculations are approximately 0.02 days/second of transient. This is an

expense limitation that has been alleviated somewhat over the past few years, as

computers become more efficient and less expensive. Given the accuracy of STAR-

CD and the continued decrease in computer expense, this tool could be suitable for

use in reactor PTS analysis for short transients now and for full transients in the

near future.
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